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Abstract

This thesis summarises my PhD research towards applying nano-scale dielectric res-

onators (DRs) to optical metasurfaces for achieving various functionalities, high effi-

ciency, and reconfigurability. Additionally, the thesis also provides brief introductions

to dielectric resonator antennas, plasmonics, and a short review of optical metasurfaces.

The major contributions are briefly summarised as follows:

In Chapter 3, resonance properties of cylindrical nano-scale DRs on metallic substrates

are analysed. At optical frequencies, subwavelength DRs with metallic substrates

can support horizontal magnetic dipole resonance, which can be used for efficient

coupling of surface plasmons. However, two types of resonance breakdown can occur

in such DRs, and the cause for both types are analysed in detail. Of particular interest

is the negatively-matched resonance breakdown, which occurs when real parts of

the permittivities of a DR and its metallic substrate are negatively matched. The

negatively-matched resonance breakdown is undesired for optical metasurfaces and

can be avoided by inserting a low-permittivity dielectric spacer between the DR and its

metallic substrate.

In Chapter 4, unidirectional launching of surface plasmons based on non-uniform

arrays of DRs is proposed and investigated. By comparing the principles of DR-based

anomalous reflection and surface plasmon unidirectional launching, it is concluded

that the optimal launching can be achieved by avoiding the first-order diffraction. The

optimal launching condition is verified with numerical simulations and linear array

theory.

In Chapter 5, a narrowband plasmonic absorber made of a uniform array of nano-scale

DRs on metallic substrates is experimentally demonstrated at visible frequencies. It

relies on the surface plasmon standing waves coupled by the locally resonant nano-scale

DRs for the high absorption. The simulation and measurement results are presented

and analysed with coupled mode theory.

In Chapter 6, a mechanically tunable DR metasurface is experimentally demonstrated

at visible frequencies. The tunable metasurface is realised by embedding a uniform

array of DRs into an elastomeric encapsulation. The transmission responses of the

metasurface can be tuned when the encapsulation is deformed with an external strain.
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Abstract

Measurement results confirm the predictions of simulations and shows a remarkable

tuning range. A Lagrangian model is developed to rigorously analyse the simulation

and measurement results. Such a design provides a preliminary concept usable in

reconfigurable optical devices, and after further development can also be potentially

commercialised for smart contact lenses.

In Chapter 7, metasurfaces made of metal-loaded DR arrays are proposed to realise

the functionality of selective thermal emission. Two metasurface designs are presented.

The first design is based on a uniform array of square metal-loaded DRs, which are

made of doped silicon. Theoretical and numerical analysis demonstrate stable emission

peaking at nearly 8 µm across a wide temperature range. The second further-developed

thermal emission metasurface is designed to have broadband emission from 8 to 13 µm

atmosphere window range and low emission at all other wavelengths. In this way, it

can realise the function of radiative cooling.

These studies along with corresponding simulations or experimental validations demon-

strate various functionalities can be realised with DR metasurfaces at optical frequencies.

Furthermore, these nanostructure designs suggest a promising route for achieving the

next generation highly-efficient integrated optical systems based on nano-scale DRs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A
S the start of the thesis, this chapter briefly discusses the con-

cept of optical metasurfaces for light manipulation. Based on

the discussion, the motivation of this thesis is presented. The

chapter also presents the structure of the thesis and summarises the original

contributions.
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1.1 Introduction and motivation

1.1 Introduction and motivation

The research in optics and photonics has been significantly contributing to progress

in the world we live in today. From household gadgets to high-technology industries,

research in optics and photonics has created tremendous applications in telecommunica-

tions, manufacturing, renewable energy, sensing, biomedical engineering and so on. As

an important aspect, nanophotonics research combines nanotechnology and photonics

so as to study light-matter interactions at the nanometre scale (Prasad 2004, Kirchain and

Kimerling 2007). As famously stated by Feynman (1960) “there’s plenty of room at the

bottom”. By expanding the dimension into the nano-scale, nanophotonics can provide

both challenges for fundamental scientific research and new technologies that are more

compact, energy-efficient, environmentally-safe, and fast-responding (Prasad 2004).

In the current research in nanophotonics, a key objective is to achieve efficient sub-

wavelength light manipulation. Realising this objective promises a number of new

exciting applications in areas such as imaging (Ni et al. 2013), sensing (Yang et al. 2014a),

telecommunication, and computation based on integrated photonics (Shalaev and

Kawata 2006).

Conventionally, light manipulation relies on bulky optical components such as lenses

and waveplates. As exemplified in Fig. 1.1(a), light can be focused by a convex lens

according to the Fermat’s Principle (Saleh et al. 1991). By using lenses, light wavefronts

are shaped in a propagation distance that are much greater than a wavelength, and

essentially, the process is diffraction-limited. Consequently, both the operation principle

and the size of bulky components create an impassable obstacle to apply conventional

optical components to light manipulation at the micro- or nano-scale.

In the recent decade, research in optical nanostructures, especially metamaterials, has

provided a new route of subwavelength light manipulation. Optical metamaterials are

artificial materials with engineered optical properties. They are usually composed of pe-

riodically arranged subwavelength resonators (Cai and Shalaev 2010) and have enabled

a number of new physical phenomena such as negative refraction (Smith et al. 2004),

perfect lens (Pendry 2000), and invisible cloaking (Cai et al. 2007a). However, due

to the structure complexity, the fabrication processes of metamaterials are expensive

and time-consuming. Moreover, optical metamaterials usually are highly dissipative

and dispersive. These limitations are difficult to overcome, making optical metama-

terials still currently impractical to real-world applications. Since 2011, the concept
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Figure 1.1. Concepts of conventional lens and metasurface lens. (a) An illustration of conven-

tional convex lens that focuses light by accumulative phase difference over a propagation distance.

Aberration is unavoidable. (b) A metasurface flat lens that shapes the wavefront by local progressive

phase gradients.

of two-dimensional (2D) metamaterial, i.e. optical metasurfaces, has attracted signifi-

cant research interests. Optical metasurfaces are artificial 2D sheet materials made of

periodic subwavelength resonators (Yu et al. 2011). Different from three-dimensional

(3D) metamaterials, the fabrication cost and complexity are significantly reduced due to

the reduced dimension, which renders metasurfaces more realistically attainable than

metamaterials for practical applications.

Figure 1.1(b) conceptually present a flat focusing lens metasurface. Different from

the conventional lens in Fig. 1.1(a), the optical metasurface flat lens can induce local

progressive phase gradients using resonant elements to shape the wavefront. According

to Yu et al. (2011), metasurfaces generally show three distinctive features. Firstly, the

wavefront shaping is accomplished within a subwavelength distance in the propagation

direction. Secondly, the periodic nanostructure of metasurfaces enable us to engineer the

spatial amplitude, phase and polarisation responses. And thirdly, metasurfaces support

strong interactions between nano-scale objects and the electric or magnetic components

of the incident waves. These features greatly promote the development of and enable

new applications in controlling light-matter interactions in the subwavelength domain.

So far, most of the reported optical metasurfaces have been based on metallic resonators

(Yu et al. 2011, Sun et al. 2012b, Sun et al. 2012a), as influenced by the strong research

momentum of plasmonic nanostructures and metallic resonator metamaterials in the

recent decade. For instance, Fig. 1.2(a) presents the firstly-reported anomalous transmis-

sion metasurfaces made of V-shape gold resonators at telecommunication wavelength
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1.1 Introduction and motivation

Figure 1.2. Metallic resonator metasurface and dielectric resonator metasurface. (a) Anoma-

lous transmission (refraction) metasurface based on V-shape metallic resonators (Yu et al. 2011). (b)

Anomalous reflection metasurface based on dielectric resonators (Zou et al. 2013).

(Yu et al. 2011). The V-shape resonators can demonstrate symmetric and asymmetric

electric resonances and their sizes are at around half of the resonance wavelengths. By

changing the opening angle and the orientation of a V-shape resonator, a 2π phase

range, tunable amplitude and polarisation state of the transmitted light can be achieved.

Properly arranging the local phases (i.e. V-shape resonators) can result an anomalous

refraction wavefront as shown in the right graph of Fig. 1.2(a). Although adopted

by many researchers in various metasurface designs, metallic resonators have certain

disadvantages that limit their performance. Free electron oscillations in metals at optical

frequencies lead to strongly plasmonic loss. To see this intuitively, Fig. 1.3 plots the

dielectric function based on Drude-model of silver and the corresponding skin depth

from 1 THz to 500 THz. As the frequency increases from terahertz to the infrared, and to

the visible range, though the calculated skin depth reduced from 85 nm to nearly 25 nm,

the ratio between the skin depth and its corresponding wavelength increased by two

orders of magnitude. The results imply a significantly increased dissipation of electric

energy in metals from terahertz to visible frequencies, and such a high dissipation is
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Figure 1.3. Silver permittivity based on Drude model and calculated skin depth. (a) Real part

(absolute value for logarithmic plotting purpose) and imaginary part of silver permittivity based on

Drude-model (Thoreson et al. 2010). (b) The calculated skin depth (1/e decay of E-field amplitude)

and ratio of skin depth to wavelength.

undesired for high-efficiency operation of optical metasurfaces. Additionally, differ-

ent resonant modes cannot be efficiently supported by metallic resonators of simple

structures. For instance, magnetic resonances can only be supported by stacked metallic

resonators with dielectric spacers, thus yielding high fabrication costs. These problems

have largely limited the potential of optical metasurfaces in terms of functionalities and

practical applications.

To extend the functionalities of optical metasurfaces towards real-world applications,

efficiency is of critical importance. In the recent past, research efforts were invested

on improving metal quality (Biagioni et al. 2012, Wild et al. 2012) to reduce loss or

introducing gain materials (Stockman 2011) to balance the plasmonic loss. However,

the effects on improving efficiency are limited and are not conveniently adopted into

different designs. In the recent years, the concept of nano-scale dielectric resonators

(DRs) (Zou et al. 2013) was suggested as a promising route to high-efficiency optical

nanostructures. Low-loss dielectric materials operate via displacement current, making

them virtually free from plasmonic loss. Moreover, DRs with low-loss and moderate

permittivities (εr > 5) can efficiently support various orders of Mie resonances at

optical frequencies (Kuznetsov et al. 2012, Evlyukhin et al. 2012). Based on this concept,

Zou et al. (2013) demonstrated an anomalous reflection metasurface made of cylindrical

TiO2 DRs on a silver substrate at 633 nm, as presented in Fig. 1.2(b). TiO2 offers an

average permittivity of around 7.5 and the resonators sizes in the proposed design were
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1.2 Thesis structure

ranging from 66 nm to 264 nm. In this design, the DRs resonate as horizontal magnetic

dipole modes, covering a phase range over 300◦. Due to the low-loss DRs, the field

concentration is largely confined to the dielectric part and thus the loss in the metal part

is reduced.

The discussion above outlines the motivation of the thesis, namely to apply low-loss

moderate permittivity nano-scale DRs to optical metasurface designs and thereby

achieve high operation efficiencies. Additionally, different resonance modes, in particu-

lar magnetic resonances, are utilised for different functionalities in various designs. The

outline of the thesis structure and a brief summary of each part are presented in Section

1.2.

1.2 Thesis structure

The structure of this thesis is outlined in Fig. 1.4. The thesis consists of eight chapters,

which are divided into four parts. Part I includes Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. Chapter 1

presents the motivation and an overview of the thesis. Chapter 2 summarises the neces-

sary background knowledge for the investigations described in this thesis. Chapters 3

and 4 (Part II) are the theoretical analysis of DR-based nanostructures. Chapters 5 to 7

(Part III) present DR-based metasurface designs. Finally, chapter 8 (Part IV) concludes

the thesis and presents an outlook of optical metasurfaces. The detailed descriptions of

Part I, II and III are presented as follows:

Part I - Background presents the motivation and research topic of the thesis in Chap-

ter 1, and provides an introduction of necessary fundamental knowledge in Chap-

ter 2. Chapter 2 includes (i) an introduction to dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs)

and their applications from microwave extending to optical frequencies; (ii) an

introduction to plasmonics covering the basics of optical properties of metals, sur-

face plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and localised surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs);

and (iii) a review of recent research of optical metasurfaces.

Part II - Theoretical work summarises the studies in the thesis based on theoretical

and numerical analysis. In this part, Chapter 3 summarises the operation principle

of DRs on metallic substrates. It lays out a theoretical foundation for the studies

presented in the later chapters of the thesis. Chapter 4 proposes to use non-uniform

arrays of nano-scale DRs on metallic substrates for SPP unidirectional launching

and studies the optimal launching condition.
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Figure 1.4. Thesis outline. The thesis is composed of eight chapters, which are divided into four

parts as background, theoretical analysis, metasurface designs, and conclusion. All chapters are

virtually self-contained.

Part III - Metasurface design presents three DR-based metasurface designs including

(i) a narrowband plasmonic absorber in Chapter 5, (ii) a mechanically tunable

all-dielectric metasurface in Chapter 6, and metasurfaces with selective thermal

emission in Chapter 7.

1.3 Summary of original contributions

This thesis involves several original contributions in the field of optical metasurfaces, as

declared in this section.

In Chapter 3, the resonance property of nano-scale DRs on a metallic substrate at

visible frequencies is analysed in detail. The analysis shows that two types of resonance

breakdown can occur. For DRs with very low permittivities, the incident electromagnetic

energy can hardly resonate in the DR structure. This is the first type of resonance
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breakdown. While for a DR with a high permittivity, if the real part of the permittivity

of the DR negatively matches with the real part of the metal permittivity, another

negatively-matched resonance breakdown can occur. The study in this Chapter suggests

limited operation ranges of DR permittivity and frequency, which is important for

designing metallo-dielectric nanostructures at optical frequencies. The content of this

Chapter is published in SPIE Proceeding 9668, no. 966820, 2015.

In Chapter 4, nano-scale cylindrical DRs on metallic substrates are proposed for efficient

SPP coupling. Non-uniform arrays of such DRs are proposed for SPP unidirectional

launching by manipulating SPPs interferences. However, even if designed for SPP

unidirectional launching, a non-uniform array of DRs can potentially create diffractions

in free space. By examining the principles of diffraction and SPP launching, it is

concluded that the optimal SPP coupling and launching can be achieved by avoiding the

first-order diffraction. This optimal launching condition is further confirmed with linear

array antenna theory. Verification with simulations that compare SPP unidirectional

launching with and without the first-order diffraction are presented. The study in this

Chapter is published in Physical Review B 91(8), art. no. 085433, 2015.

In Chapter 5, a narrowband plasmonic absorber at 633 nm based on an array of cylindri-

cal nano-scale DRs on a metallic surface is experimentally demonstrated. The simulation

and measurement results are analysed with coupled mode theory. The absorption prin-

ciple is different from existing cavity absorbers based on Fabry-Pérot resonances or on

purely localised surface plasmon resonances. Instead, the high absorption relies on

the SPP standing waves stimulated by the locally resonant nano-scale DRs. Further

studies on the resonator sizes, periodicity, and incident angles in relation to absorption

performance are also discussed. The study in this Chapter is published in Optics Letters

41(15), pp. 3391-3394, 2016.

In Chapter 6, a mechanically tunable visible-frequency dielectric resonator metasurface

is experimentally demonstrated. Such a tunable metasurface is made by embedding an

array of nano-scale TiO2 DRs into elastomeric material, namely polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS). By applying a uniaxial external strain to the PDMS encapsulation, the near-

field interactions among DRs are altered, and thereby reconfigurable electromagnetic

properties are achieved. The measurement shows a remarkable tuning range. All the

results are rigorously analysed with a Lagrangian model that describe the near-field

interactions amongst DRs. Such a design can be used as reconfigurable optical devices

in integrated optics, and also has potential for commercial application in smart contact
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lenses for filtering out unwanted frequencies. The study in this Chapter is published in

ACS Nano 10(1), pp. 133-141, 2016. This study has attracted extensive media coverage

soon after publication: Altmetric–https://wiley.altmetric.com/details/5635929.

In Chapter 7, metasurfaces for selective thermal emission are proposed based on metal-

loaded DRs. Such metasurfaces can be realised by etching phosphorous-doped silicon

wafers. As such the structures can be easily integrated with silicon-based photonic

devices. In this Chapter, two selective thermal emission metasurfaces are presented. A

uniform array of cylindrical metal-loaded DRs demonstrates stable thermal emission

peaked at around 8 µm from 300 K to 900 K. The second metal-loaded DR metasurface

is designed with the functionality of radiative cooling by realising a broadband power

absorption (emission) from 8 to 13 µm, which matches the main infrared atmospheric

window. As the atmospheric absorption is minimum in this range, the thermal emis-

sion can be maximised and an efficient passive cooling power can be achieved. An

experimental validation has been conducted for the second design. This study will be

prepared for journal publication in the near future.
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Chapter 2

Background

T
HIS chapter introduces relevant concepts related to the research

of this thesis. It starts in the first section with a summary of the

basics of dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs), and a description

of the scalability and efficiency of DRAs from microwave to optical fre-

quencies. The second section introduces the fundamentals of plasmonics.

Plasmonic resonances are mainly supported by metallic nanostructures at

optical frequencies, which are directly related to the studies in Chapter 4 and

Chapter 5. Finally, the third section reviews existing optical metasurfaces

and their functionalities.
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2.1 Dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs)

2.1.1 Microwave DRAs

The concept of dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) utilises the radiation loss of res-

onators made of low-loss (with typically loss tangent < 10−2) dielectric materials with

moderate to high permittivities (5 < εr < 100). The study of radiation properties of

DRs can be dated back to 1939, when open dielectric resonators (DRs) were theoretically

proven to radiate into free-space (Richtmyer 1939). However, for a very long period

afterward, DRs were not used for antenna applications. On the contrary, low-loss and

high relative permittivity DRs were shielded by metals and have been used widely

in microwave circuits as filters. The first experimentally demonstration and system-

atic studies of DRAs were reported in 1983 by Long et al. (Long et al. 1983, McAllis-

ter et al. 1983, McAllister and Long 1984). Since then, a significant number of studies on

DRAs have been reported, particularly for microwave operation. Compared with other

types of microwave antennas, DRA offers many advantages (Mongia and Bhartia 1994),

as discussed briefly in the following.

Compact size. DRAs are widely used for low-profile and compact antenna designs. The

dimensions of a DRA are proportional to λ0/
√

εr, where λ0 is the free-space resonance

wavelength of the DRA and εr is the relative permittivity of the dielectric material.

Therefore, compact designs can be achieved by choosing materials with large relative

permittivities (10 < εr < 100) (Kingsley and O’Keefe 1999, Lehmus et al. 1999, Wang et al.

2006). Many techniques were proposed for compact DRA designs. DRAs are usually

combined with a metal ground plane, which can reduce the DRA size by half according

to the image theory (Balanis 2016). Another commonly used technique involves partly

truncating the DRA structure (Tam and Murch 1999). By carefully removing certain

parts of its volume and ensuring proper boundary conditions, a DRA can still resonate

efficiently in a particular mode.

High efficiency. As DRAs operate via displacement current, low-loss DRAs are in-

herently free from conduction loss. This feature promises a high radiation efficiency,

and can be especially attractive for millimetre wave (Lai et al. 2008, Perron et al. 2009),

terahertz (Headland et al. 2015), and optical antennas (Zou et al. 2013), because metallic

antennas in these wavelength ranges suffer relatively high loss from conduction.

Convenient coupling. DRAs can be excited with a number of coupling schemes. The

most common schemes include coaxial probes (Long et al. 1983, McAllister et al. 1983,
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McAllister and Long 1984), apertures (Ittipiboon et al. 1993, Leung et al. 1994), mi-

crostrip lines (Kranenburg and Long 1988, Leung et al. 1997), and coplanar waveguides

(Kranenburg et al. 1991, Sze et al. 2003). The dimensions of a feed can be tuned to match

the input impedance of the antenna structure. A coaxial probe introduces an electric

current that excites and matches the E-field of a particular resonance mode of a DRA.

The probe can be put either inside or outside a DRA. Microstrip lines with an aperture

or microstrip lines alone are commonly used for excitation when DRAs are loaded onto

metal substrates. An aperture can create a virtual horizontal magnetic current to excite

a DRA. Microstrip lines have advantage of convenient matching with the DRA input

impedance by simply tuning the feeding position. Coplanar waveguides can work as

electric monopoles to excite DRAs. There are also many other coupling schemes such as

slots and conformal strips. Together with aforementioned coupling schemes, further

options are thoroughly discussed in books by Petosa (2007) and Luk et al. (2002).

Bandwidth flexibility. DRAs can be realised for either narrowband or wideband appli-

cations. The bandwidth of a DRA is inversely proportional to the relative permittivity

εr of the DRA material. Aforementioned compact DRAs made of high εr dielectrics

normally demonstrate narrow bandwidths. On the other hand, wideband DRA designs

are usually made of moderate-permittivity (e.g. εr ≈ 10) dielectric materials (Li and

Leung 2005, Leung and Leung 2003). There are many bandwidth enhancement tech-

niques. For example, a single DRA can be made of materials with different permittivities

Figure 2.1. Mode nomenclature and fundamental resonance modes of a cylindrical DRA. (a)

A cylindrical DRA sitting on a metal ground plane, which creates an image of the DRA. The standard

DRA modes nomenclature is illustrated. n, m, and p + δ denote the sinusoidal variations along the

azimuthal (ϕ), the radial (r), and the vertical (z) directions, respectively. (b-d) Illustration of field

distributions of fundamental modes TE01δ, TM01δ, and HEM11δ. Red lines and blue lines denote the

magnetic fields and electric fields respectively. The thick arrows indicate the equivalent magnetic

(red) or electric (blue) dipoles.
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2.1 Dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs)

Figure 2.2. Radiation patterns of cylindrical DRAs in TE01δ, TM01δ, and HEM11δ modes.

stacked together (Kishk et al. 1989, Ge et al. 2006) or by embedding a DR into another

dielectric material (Kishk 2005) to improve the bandwidth. These configurations essen-

tially increase the electrical size of an antenna. The bandwidth can also be improved by

using new feeding structures (Chu et al. 2009). Moreover, multiple resonances can be

combined in a DRA to increase its bandwidth (Almpanis et al. 2008).

Multiple resonance modes. DRAs can support multiple resonance modes and each

mode has its unique internal field distribution and radiation pattern (Petosa 2007).

Therefore, different radiation characteristics can be achieved in one design. The res-

onance modes of a DRA of canonical shape (hemispherical, cylindrical, rectangular)

can be analytically predicted in good accuracy by assuming electric and magnetic wall

boundary conditions. In general, three types of resonance modes can be excited in a

canonical shaped DRA, and they are TE modes, TM modes and hybrid modes, with

respect to the z-axis in Fig. 2.1(a). The standard DRA mode nomenclature was system-

atically described by Mongia and Bhartia (1994) and is briefly illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a)

based on the fundamental modes of a cylindrical DRA.

The resonance modes and corresponding radiation patterns of a cylindrical DRA are

very helpful as examples to understand the characteristics of DRAs, as the cylinder is

a simple and canonical shape that is amenable to fabrication across a wide range of

frequency. For a cylindrical DRA, three fundamental resonance modes can be excited

and they are TM01δ, TE01δ, and HEM11δ. Schematics of these fundamental modes are

depicted in Fig. 2.1(b-d). It is seen that TE01δ mode and TM01δ mode can be viewed as a

vertical magnetic dipole and a vertical electric dipole respectively, while HEM11δ mode

resonates as a horizontal magnetic dipole. Radiation patterns of the three fundamental

resonance modes excited in a cylindrical DRA on a perfect electric conductor (PEC)

substrate (or ground plane) are presented in Fig. 2.2. The TM01δ mode is usually used

for omnidirectional radiation, and the HEM11δ mode is usually used for broadside
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radiation, while the TE01δ mode has been traditionally used in microwave circuits due

to its high Q-factor.

2.1.2 Extending DRA applications to optical frequencies

With the advance in nanofabrication technology, applying DRAs to optical applications

can be readily realised nowadays. At optical frequencies, the concept of DRA is usually

referred as dielectric resonator (DR). Additionally, at optical frequencies, the resonance

modes are typically referred to with Mie resonances. Thereby it is clarified here that

the terminology dielectric resonator, or DR is broadly used when referring to optical

applications in this thesis.

Metallic resonators are lossy, and to support magnetic resonances they have to be de-

signed as multilayer structures that are complex for fabrication at optical frequencies.

On the contrary, low-loss nano-scale DRs operating via displacement current are virtu-

ally free from Ohmic loss and can efficiently support various orders of Mie resonance

(Kuznetsov et al. 2012, Evlyukhin et al. 2012). To illustrate Mie-resonances of nano-scale

DRs, Fig. 2.3 presents simulation results of a subwavelength silicon cylindrical DR

under a plane-wave excitation. From low to high frequencies, the extinction spectrum of

the DR clearly demonstrates magnetic dipole, electric dipole, magnetic quadrupole, and

electric quadrupole resonances, which can be well-predicted by calculating the light

scattering from a subwavelength particle (Bohren and Huffman 2008) according to Mie

theory. The resonance modes are identified by observing the electric and magnetic field

distributions, shown in Fig. 2.3(b). By comparing the field distributions in Fig. 2.3(b) to

the resonance modes of a microwave DRA in Fig. 2.1, it is found the resonance modes

of a DR are similar between the microwave and optical frequencies. To be specific, Mie

resonance modes correspond to the hybrid modes of microwave DRAs under symmet-

rical excitations. Study of the scalability and efficiency of DRAs from microwave to

optical frequencies is discussed as the following.

Down-scaling DRA for efficient optical antennas

Optical antennas are analogous to microwave antennas in the sense that both of them

convert freely propagating optical radiation into localised oscillating field, and vice

versa (Novotny and Van Hulst 2011). The significance of optical antennas is that they

greatly enhance the efficiency of nano-scale light manipulation and light-matter interac-

tion (Novotny and Hecht 2012). Although DRs originated at microwave frequencies,
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they can be scaled down to the micro- or nano-scales as terahertz or optical antennas.

Figure 2.4(a) presents a DR scalability study obtained by simulating a cylindrical DR of

a material with fixed permittivity on a silver substrate under a plane-wave excitation

(Zou et al. 2014). The graph demonstrates the normalised resonance size (D/λ0) of

the DR versus wavelength. It is observed that the DRA shows linear scalability up to

terahertz frequencies. However, as the plasmonic effect of the metallic ground plane

becomes increasingly stronger for increasing frequency, the corresponding normalised

Figure 2.3. Mie-resonance modes of a nano-scale silicon dielectric resonator. (a) Simulated

extinction spectrum of a cylindrical Si DR. Magnetic dipole (md), electric dipole (ed), magnetic

quadruple (mq), and electric quadruple (eq) resonances are labelled on the curve. (b) The simulated

electric (x-y cross-section) and magnetic (y-z cross-section) field distributions of the corresponding

resonance modes.
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Figure 2.4. DRA scalability and efficiency study. (a) DRA scalability study from microwave to

visible frequencies. A TiO2 DR on a silver substrate is simulated under a plane-wave excitation. The

markers indicate the simulated wavelengths. The inset shows the studied DRA structure. (b) DRA

efficiency study based on the same structure as in (a). Results adapted from Zou et al. (2014).

resonance size decreases. The radiation efficiency was also studied based on the same

structure, as presented in Fig. 2.4(b). The radiation efficiency remains higher than

90% up to the wavelength of 10 µm. Even extending into near-infrared and red light

frequencies, the radiation efficiency is still relatively high. As plasmonic loss increases

towards shorter wavelengths, the radiation efficiency decreases dramatically in the

visible range. It can be expected that all-dielectric nanostructures, i.e. without a metal

ground plane, can demonstrate even higher efficiencies.
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2.2 Plasmonics

Plasmonics is closely related to optical metasurfaces. In this thesis, nano-scale DRs

are proposed to be integrated into plasmonic nanostructures for reducing loss. There-

fore, a discussion of plasmonics can demonstrate the characteristics and appropriate

applications of metallic resonators and suggest advantages of nano-scale DRs for the

realisation of efficient optical metasurfaces. In this section, an introduction to the basics

of plasmonics is presented. In the first part, a brief discussion on the optical properties

of metals based on the Drude model is given. The second part introduces the funda-

mentals of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and localised surface plasmon resonances

(LSPRs).

2.2.1 Optical properties of metals described by Drude model

Metals at the microwave range can be considered as nearly PECs where the interaction

with electromagnetic waves can be described by the skin effect. This is because free

electrons in metals closely follow the oscillation of incident electromagnetic field, and

thus the skin depth is very small compared with the wavelength. As a consequence,

the induced current disctribution is largely limited to the metal surfaces. However,

at optical frequencies, the quasi-PEC assumption is no longer valid. The mass of an

electron causes a much stronger damping effect when electrons couple with electromag-

netic waves at optical frequencies, and thereby metals become poor conductors. The

interaction between metals and electromagnetic waves at optical frequencies can be

understood based on the classical framework of Maxwell’s equations. Most commonly,

the Drude-based complex dielectric function is adopted to describe the optical proper-

ties of metals (Drude 1900). In the Drude model, metals are characterised by a cloud of

electrons moving under the influence of fixed positive nuclei. Accordingly, the complex

permittivity ε(ω) of a metal can be expressed as Eq. 2.1 based on the time factor e−iωt

(Grosso and Pastori Parravicini 2000):

ε(ω) = 1−
ω2

p

ω2 + iγω
, (2.1)

where ωp = ne2

ε0m is the plasma frequency, and e is the elementary charge. ωp is only

determined by the number of free carriers n and the effective mass m of the carrier.

γ = 1/τ is the collision frequency and τ is the relaxation time. They describe the

electron motion damping via collisions. τ is typically on the order of 10−14 s at room
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Figure 2.5. Drude model and dispersion curve of silver. (a) The Drude model based complex

permittivity of silver. The plasma frequency fp = ωp/2π = 2178 THz and the collision frequency

γ = 5.078 THz (Thoreson et al. 2010). (b) Representation of transverse and longitudinal modes of

bulk metal, which is seen as free electron gas.

temperature, and thus γ is around 100 THz. To take the residual polarisation of metals

into consideration when ω approaches ωp, ”1” in Eq. 2.1 is usually replaced with ε∞.

Therefore, Eq. 2.1 becomes:

ε(ω) = ε∞ −
ω2

p

ω2 + iγω
. (2.2)

To discuss the optical properties of metals, the Drude-based complex permittivity of

noble metal silver is taken as an example, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The model does not

consider electron inter-band transitions in silver. According to Eq. 2.2, the real and

imaginary parts of ε(ω) of silver can be expressed as:

ε1(ω) = ε∞ −
ω2

pτ2

1 + ω2τ2 ; ε2(ω) =
ω2

pτ

ω(1 + ω2τ2)
. (2.3)

In the low frequency region where ωτ � 1 (ω � γ), Eq. 2.3 approximates as:

ε1(ω) ≈ ε∞ −ω2
pτ2; ε2(ω) ≈

ω2
pτ

ω
. (2.4)

It is seen that the real part ε1(ω) is a large negative constant, while ε2(ω) approaches

infinity when ω approaches zero. The relations of complex refractive index ñ, permittiv-

ity ε(ω), conductivity σ(ω), and wave impedance Z are discussed in Appendix A. In
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this low-frequency region, the wave impedance (calculated according to Appendix A) is

so small that total reflection with 180◦ phase difference of electromagnetic waves from

silver is expected. The silver conductivity is real and also extremely high so that silver

(and more generally noble metals) can be considered as PEC.

In the high frequency region where 1 < ωτ � ωpτ (γ < ω � ωp), Eq. 2.3 becomes:

ε1(ω) ≈ ε∞ −
ω2

p

ω2 ; ε2(ω) ≈
ω2

p

ω3τ
. (2.5)

It can be inferred that ε1(ω) is still negative and large while ε2(ω) is reduced signifi-

cantly. The wave impedance is still small, indicating high reflectivity of metals in this

frequency region. Expressing those material characteristics in terms of conductivity

now, the real conductivity is strongly reduced, which indicates increased loss in metals.

However, the imaginary part of σ(ω) increases significantly, indicating increased phase

difference between the oscillating electrons and the electric field, and confirming that

metals can no longer be seen as ideal conductors in this region.

As frequency approaches the ultraviolet region where ω ≥ ωp, Eq. 2.3 becomes:

ε1(ω) ≈ ε∞ −
ω2

p

ω2 ; ε2(ω) ≈
ω2

p

ω3τ
≈ 0. (2.6)

In this region, ε1(ω) and ε2(ω) are significantly reduced. It is noted that when ω = ωp,

a longitudinal electromagnetic mode, as denoted in Fig. 2.5(b), is supported by metals.

In this case, a bulk plasmon resonance occurs and the electric field is depolarised. For

frequencies much larger than the ωp, ε1(ω) approaches ε∞ and ε2(ω) approaches 0,

therefore, silver (metals) becomes transparent and lossless (inter-band transitions are

not considered). Electromagnetic waves in this case are in transverse mode and their

dispersion relation is governed by:

ω2 = ω2
p + k2c2. (2.7)

where k denotes the free-space wavenumber. This relation is plotted in Fig. 2.5(b) as a

curve asymptotically approaching the light line.

2.2.2 Propagating and localised surface plasmons

In 1902, R. D. Wood observed diffuse “diffraction” peaks from metallic gratings under

a transverse magnetic (TM) polarised excitation with magnetic field parallel to the
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Figure 2.6. Concept of SPPs. (a) Illustration of SPPs at a metal-dielectric interface. (b) Along the

perpendicular direction of the metal-dielectric interface, SPPs are evanescent waves that exponentially

decay into the two sides of the interface. (c) A typical dispersion curve of SPPs. Figures are re-plotted

based on (Benson 2011).

grating surface, where the intensity dropped from maximum to minimum within a

very small wavelength range (Wood 1902). The Wood’s Anomalies soon raised interests

among many specialists and researchers in optics. Later, with the development of laser

sources and microfabrication of holographic gratings, it was finally experimentally

confirmed that a surface plasmon resonance was supported by metallic gratings and the

corresponding resonance peaks (i.e. diffuse peaks) were broader than sharp diffraction

peaks (Enoch and Bonod 2012). Thereby, Wood’s Anomalies are viewed as the initiation

of plasmonics. SPPs and LSPRs are the two fundamental types of plasmonic excitations.

As conceptually illustrated in Fig. 2.6(a), SPPs are electromagnetic waves coupling with

the collective oscillations of free electrons and are confined along a metal-dielectric

interface at optical frequencies (Maier 2007). They are TM waves in characters (the

magnetic field in the y-direction) and can only be excited by a TM-polarised excitation.

As presented in Fig. 2.6(b), SPPs are evanescent waves in the direction perpendicular to

the interface, as such are bounded and therefore non-radiative surface electromagnetic

modes. These characteristics can be explained by considering the SPP wavenumber kspp

at a semi-infinite metal-dielectric interface (Maier 2007):

kspp = k0

√
εdεm

εd + εm
, (2.8)

where k0 = 2π/λ0 is the free-space wavenumber and εd and εm are the complex relative

permittivity of the dielectric and metal on the two sides of the interface. The SPP disper-

sion relation of Eq. 2.8 is conceptually plotted in Fig. 2.6(c). From Eq. 2.8 and Fig. 2.6(c),

it is seen that at the same frequency, kspp is larger than the free-space wavenumber

k0. This momentum mismatch implies that energy and momentum cannot be simul-

taneously conserved at a flat metal-dielectric interface, and therefore, SPPs cannot be
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Figure 2.7. Conventional SPP coupling methods. (a) Prism coupling. Left: Kretschmann

configuration. Right: Otto configuration. (b) Grating coupling.

directly excited by free-space incident electromagnetic waves. Conventionally, two

proven techniques are used for providing extra momentum as depicted in Fig. 2.7(a,b).

A prism with a relative permittivity εr can increase the momentum of an incident wave

to match with that of SPPs, and the matching condition is: kspp = k0
√

εr sin θ. Usually,

an incidence at the critical angle is preferred to ensure maximum energy transfer. Grat-

ing coupling is the other commonly used SPP coupling method. Momentum matching

can take place whenever the condition

kspp = k0 sin θ ± n
2π

a
; n = 1, 2, 3... (2.9)

is fulfilled. Here a is the grating period and n is the diffraction order.

The confinement of SPPs to an interface can overcome the diffraction limit, which makes

SPPs a potential candidate as optical signal carrier. Plasmonic couplers and waveguides

are the basic components to control the propagation of SPP signals. Plasmonic couplers

are usually based on grating structures as well as subwavelength holes (Devaux et al.

2003), grooves (Baron et al. 2011) or slits (Chen et al. 2010). Different functions such as

SPP reflection, focusing, interference (Ditlbacher et al. 2002) and unidirectional launching

(López-Tejeira et al. 2007, Liu et al. 2012) have been demonstrated. Chapter 4 is devoted

to a discussion of SPP coupling and unidirectional launching, and proposes to use

non-uniform arrays of DRs for SPP launching. For plasmonic waveguides, various

types of guiding structures have been reported. Figure 2.8 summarises four different

SPP waveguide structures including (a) bandgap structures (Marquart et al. 2005), (b)

nanowires (Ditlbacher et al. 2005), (c) nanoparticle chains (Maier et al. 2003) and (d)

metal slabs (Weeber et al. 2003). Bandgap structures are made of periodic arrangement

of simple nano-geometries and their operation is similar to photonic crystals in the

sense that they demonstrate stop band for SPPs in certain frequency ranges. Therefore,

SPP can only propagate along the pre-designed direction on a metal surface. Nanowires
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Figure 2.8. Plasmonic waveguide structures. Plasmonic waveguide structures based on (a)

bandgap structures; (b) nanowires; (c) nanoparticle chain for sensing applications; (d) metallic

strip/slab. (a) to (d) are reproduced from: Marquart et al. (2005), Ditlbacher et al. (2005),

Maier et al. (2003) and Weeber et al. (2003), respectively.

are also extensively studied as waveguide structures. They can demonstrate transverse

electromagnetic mode, which is similar to the dominant mode in microwave coaxial

cables. A difference is that the transverse mode supported by nanowires are SPP

evanescent waves confined to the nanowire surface. Figure 2.8(b) demonstrates energy

transfer from one end of a nanowire to the other end. Figure 2.8(c) presents a SPP

waveguide based on nanoparticle chains for sensing application. Nanoparticle chains

can guide SPP propagations based on the coupling between adjacent metallic particles.

Figure 2.8(d) shows that metal slabs embedded inside a dielectric material can support

SPP propagation. A symmetrical mode (even) (Berini 2000) and an asymmetrical (odd)

(Berini 2001) mode can be excited on a metal slab. The symmetrical mode demonstrates

increased confinement and attenuation when reducing the slab thickness while the

asymmetrical mode shows the opposite.

LSPRs are the other fundamental plasmonic excitation besides SPPs. Different from

SPPs, LSPRs are electromagnetic waves coupling to collective electron oscillations

bounded by metallic nanoparticles at optical frequencies (Maier 2007). Nanoparticles

that support LSPRs are normally comparable or much smaller than the excitation

wavelength. These small particles can provide extra momentum for matching free-

space waves and LSPRs. Therefore, LSPRs supported within nanoparticles can be
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Figure 2.9. Illustration of localised surface plasmons resonance. (a) Illustration of a LSPR on

a metallic nano-sphere when Re[ε(ω)] = −2εm. (b-c) Simulation of a LSPR supported by a 40 nm

(radius a = 20 nm) gold sphere in air at 716.5 THz. The x-polarised plane-wave excitation is incident

from z-direction. The (b) near-field E-field and (c) far-field radiation E-field pattern are presented.

Gold is described with the Drude model in Eq. 2.2 based on the data from Thoreson et al. (2010).

understood as a simultaneous conservation of energy and momentum (Enoch and

Bonod 2012).

The brief discussion on LSPRs as presented here is based on the dipolar resonance

and light extinction of a subwavelength metallic sphere. As delineated in Fig. 2.9(a), a

subwavelength metallic sphere with radius a (a� λinc) demonstrates electric dipolar

moment in response to an external excitation. By applying the Laplace’s Equation for

electric potential in the quasi-electrostatic assumption (∇2Φ = 0), the dipole moment

of such a subwavelength sphere can be expressed as:

p = 4πε0εma3 ε(ω)− εm

ε(ω) + 2εm
Einc, (2.10)

where ε(ω) is the dielectric function of the metallic particle described by a Drude model

and εm is the relative permittivity of the surrounding dielectric medium. The term:

α = 4πa3 ε(ω)− εm

ε(ω) + 2εm
, (2.11)

is defined as the polarisability of this sphere. It is seen that p experiences a resonance if

α reaches its pole when:

Re[ε(ω)] = −2εm. (2.12)

Equation 2.12 is the condition for metallic subwavelength spheres to be on LSP dipolar

resonance. The magnitude of the resonant dipole moment largely depends on the

imaginary part of the term ε(ω) + 2εm. From Eq. 2.12, it is seen that LSPRs are very

sensitive to the ambient environment. Therefore, LSPRs can be applied for sensing
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Figure 2.10. Calculated and simulated radar cross section and absorption cross section.

Calculated and simulated radar (scattering) cross section (RCS) and absorption cross section (ACS)

of a 40 nm (a = 20 nm) gold particle excited by a plane-wave excitation. Calculated results are based

on Eq. 2.15 and 2.16 while simulations are performed with CST Microwave Studio. The discrepancies

between the simulated and calculated results are mainly caused by the fact that the simulation based

on finite-element method (FEM) is most likely more accurate than the quasi-electrostatic assumption

adopted in Eq. 2.15 and 2.16.

applications, for instance, detecting the variation of refractive index (Liu et al. 2010).

Figure 2.9(b,c) present the simulated near-field E-field distribution and far-field E-field

pattern, respectively, of a 40 nm gold sphere under a plane-wave excitation. The results

correspond to an infinitesimal dipolar resonance. This nano-scale dipolar resonance

suggests that LSPRs can play an important role in optical nano-antennas for light

manipulations and nano-scale light-object interactions (Novotny and Van Hulst 2011).

The field enhancement around LSPR nanoparticles can also be applied for Surface

Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) (Kneipp et al. 1997, Willets and Van Duyne 2007).

The near-field and far-field electric fields of a dipolar LSPR can be mathematically

expressed as:

E(r, t) =
1

4πε0εm

3n(n · p)− p
r3 e−jωt, (near-field) (2.13)

E(r, t) =
k2

4πε0εm

(n× p)× n
r

ej(kr−ωt) (far-field), (2.14)

with n being the unit vector in the radial direction at the point of interest and k = 2π/λ.

It is also important to consider power scattering and absorption by a nanoparticle

under a plane-wave excitation. They are described by the scattering and absorption

cross-sections defined as Cscat=Iscat/Iinc and Cabs=Iabs/Iinc (Bohren and Huffman 2008),

in which Iinc is the incident intensity. Cscat and Cabs are calculated as (Bohren and
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Huffman 2008):

Cscat =
8π

3
k4a6

∣∣∣∣ ε(ω)− εm

ε(ω) + 2εm

∣∣∣∣2 =
k4

6π
|α|2 ⇒ Cscat ∝

a6

λ4 , (2.15)

Cabs = 4πka3Im
[

ε(ω)− εm

ε(ω) + 2εm

]
= kIm(α)⇒ Cabs ∝

a3

λ
; (2.16)

As a is much smaller than the incident wavelength λ, it is expected from Eq. 2.15

and Eq. 2.16 that Cabs would be much greater than Cscat. Figure 2.10 presented the

simulated and calculated Cabs and Cscat of the 40 nm gold sphere presented in Fig. 2.9.

The simulated and calculated results are close to each other, and Cabs is seen to be more

than three folds of Cscat. As a significant amount of energy is absorbed in metallic

nanoparticles that support LSPR, it can be seen that nano-scale DRs should have a

higher radiation efficiency than their metallic counterparts.

2.3 Optical metasurfaces

This section presents a short review of optical metasurface research. Due to the diverse

and fast-ongoing research activities on optical metasurfaces, the review does not attempt

to present a comprehensive summary. Instead, this review covers the fundamentals

and research of optical metasurface most relevant to the study in this thesis. The first

part introduces wavefront engineering metasurfaces, which are seen as the beginning

of optical metasurface research. The second part discusses the resonance modes in

optical metasurfaces. Various resonance modes can be supported and tailored in optical

resonators, and are important for metasurfaces to achieve their intended functionalities.

Finally, the last part focuses on current research on DR metasurfaces, which are in close

relation to the study in this thesis.

2.3.1 Optical metasurfaces for wavefront engineering

Wavefront engineering metasurfaces aim at manipulating the propagation of optical

waves into an arbitrary pre-designed pattern based on controlling local phase dis-

tributions on metasurfaces. To realise that, a control of 2π phase range is required

as can be obtained from subwavelength resonators near resonance. By properly

arranging the local phase gradients, various wavefront engineering functions can

be realised, including anomalous reflection (Zou et al. 2013, Sun et al. 2012b) and
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transmission (Yu et al. 2011, Aieta et al. 2012b, Monticone et al. 2013), beam focus-

ing (Aieta et al. 2012a, Pors et al. 2013, Asadchy et al. 2016, Kamali et al. 2016a, Ka-

mali et al. 2016b), or vortex generation (Yu et al. 2011, Yang et al. 2014b). Although

similar concepts have long existed at microwave frequencies in the form of reflectarrays

(Mailloux 2005) and frequency-selective surfaces (Munk 2000), the extension to optical

metasurfaces has brought new applications for optical components that can be realised

on a flat thin film.

Figure 2.11(a) outlines the formalism of the generalised laws of reflection and refraction

at an interface with local engineered phase gradients in the three-dimensional (3D)

space, which can be mathematically expressed as:

sin(θr)− sin(θi) =
1

nik0

dΦ
dx

cos(θr) sin(ϕr) =
1

nik0

dΦ
dy

 Generalised law of reflection (2.17)

nt sin(θt)− ni sin(θi) =
1
k0

dΦ
dx

cos(θt) sin(ϕt) =
1

ntk0

dΦ
dy

 Generalised law of refraction (2.18)

where k0 is the free-space wavenumber and dΦ/dx and dΦ/dy are the phase gradients

along x- and y-directions. Equations 2.17 and 2.18 indicate that metasurfaces are

able to bend light to a pre-designed propagation direction. This concept has been

experimentally demonstrated across a wide range of frequencies at microwave (Sun et al.

2012a), terahertz (Niu et al. 2013) and optical frequencies (Yu et al. 2011, Zou et al. 2013,

Sun et al. 2012b, Yu and Capasso 2014, Li et al. 2015).

Figure 1.2 and Fig 2.11(b) present several reported optical metasurfaces for anomalous

reflection/refraction. Among them, Fig. 1.2(a) is based on gold V-shape resonators.

Depending on the length and the bending angle of a resonator, it can produce different

reflection phase responses to the incident electromagnetic waves. Proper arrangement

of different V-shape resonators can create phase gradients along the silicon substrate

surface. Figure 1.2(b) shows a visible light reflectarray based on nano-scale TiO2 cylinder

resonators. Compared to the V-shape gold resonators, the DRs carry significantly lower

Ohmic loss. Therefore, the radiation efficiency is higher. Figure 2.11(b) presents an

anomalous reflection and beam splitting design based on metal-insulator-metal multi-

layer structures. Due to the trapezoid shape of the resonator, the phase gradient

continuously covers the whole 2π phase range, which shows dispersion properties and

is engineered for beam splitting.
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Figure 2.11. Optical metasurfaces demonstrating generalised law of reflection and refraction.

(a) Illustration of generalised law of reflection and refraction in three-dimension space. ni and nt

denote the refractive indices of media on both sides of a metasurface. The incidence is given from the

x-z plane at an angle of θi. The reflected and refracted beams have angles of θr and θt to the y-z

plane, respectively. Their projections on y-z plane have angles of ϕr and ϕt to the z-axis, respectively.

(b) Anomalous reflection and spectrum splitting based on trapezoid silver antenna array and substrate

with a SiO2 spacer. (a) and (b) are reproduced from (Yu and Capasso 2014) and (Li et al. 2015)

respectively.

Other wavefront shaping functions such as beam focusing (flat lens) (Aieta et al. 2012a,

Pors et al. 2013) and vortex generation (Yu et al. 2011, Yang et al. 2014b) have also been

demonstrated. Figure 2.12(a-c) presents a flat lens example, which is also based on

V-shape nano-antenna array. To realise beam focusing, the phase discontinuities on a

flat surface must fulfill the condition that:

ϕ(x, y) =
2π

λ
(
√

x2 + y2 + f 2 − f ). (2.19)

In Eq. 2.19, ϕ(x, y) describes the phase distribution on the flat lens surface described by

a 2D coordinates, and f is the focus length of the designed lens. Beam focusing realised

by an ultra-thin flat metasurface presents the advantage of achieving high numerical

aperture (NA) with no aberration. Figure 2.12(d) presents a vortex generation by using

V-shape gold resonator. The vortex beam can be applied in optical communication

systems. Similar vortex beam nanostructures are also demonstrated based on DRs

(Yang et al. 2014b). Due to the thin profiles of all these devices, it is much easier to

integrate them as thin-film flat optical components into complex photonic systems and

circuits.
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Figure 2.12. Flat lens focusing and vortex generation based on metasurfaces. (a-c) Flat lens

focusing based on V-shape nano-antenna array (Aieta et al. 2012a). (a) The left and the bottom

insets show the fabricated V-shape nano-antenna array while the right part shows the phase response

distribution. (b) The calculated focused intensity in the focused region. (c) The measured 3D intensity

distribution. (d) A beam vortex generated by a metallic resonator metasurface (Yu et al. 2011).

2.3.2 Resonance modes in optical metasurfaces

Controlling the resonance modes can lead to various functionalities of metasurfaces,

such as light absorption (Zhang et al. 2012, Yao et al. 2014), directional scattering

(Staude et al. 2013), field enhancement (Radko et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2014a), and po-

larisation conversions (Yang et al. 2014b). The electric dipolar resonance is the most

commonly used resonance mode and can be easily obtained with a metallic nano-bar

structure (Vecchi et al. 2009), as shown in Fig. 2.13(a). By changing the bar length, the res-

onance frequency and the resonance phase and magnitude can be changed. As shown

in Fig. 2.13(b), by breaking a metallic bar to a V-shape, symmetric and anti-symmetric

resonance modes can be excited depending on the incident polarisations (Yu et al. 2011).

The anti-symmetric resonance can induce a magnetic dipole in the orthogonal direction.

However, this is not a direct coupling with the magnetic component of the incident

light and the efficiency is low (Cai and Shalaev 2010). To achieve a direct magnetic

coupling, the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) multilayer structure (Cai et al. 2007b) is

often adopted. One example is given in Fig. 2.13(c-d), and similar MIM nanoantennas

have been demonstrated for SPP coupling (Liu et al. 2012). On the other hand, as

discussed in Section 2.1.2, electric and magnetic resonances can be easily supported
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Figure 2.13. Examples of metasurface resonance modes. (a) Electric dipolar resonance mode

supported by gold bar resonators (Vecchi et al. 2009). (b) Symmetric and asymmetric resonance

modes supported by V-shape gold nano-antenna array (Yu et al. 2011). (c-d) Optical magnetic

resonance supported by a Ag-Al2O3-Ag multilayer structure (Cai et al. 2007b). (e-f) Fano resonance

supported by silicon bar and silicon ring resonators (Yang et al. 2014a). (e) shows the scanning

electron microscope image of the fabricated metasurface and (f) corresponding measurement results.

by nano-scale DRs. By calculating the light scattering from a nanoscale DR, it is re-

vealed that the magnetic dipole resonance occurs at lower frequencies, while electric

dipole resonance, magnetic quadruple and electric quadruple resonances appear at

higher frequencies (Kuznetsov et al. 2012). The resonances discussed above can all be

directly excited by incident electromagnetic waves. Because of that, they are referred

as bright resonance modes. On the contrary, dark resonance modes are the resonances

that are indirectly excited by incident electromagnetic waves. Considering an example

(Yang et al. 2014a) in Fig. 2.13(e,f), the incident electromagnetic waves excites the elec-

tric dipole resonance along silicon bars. Then, resonant silicon bars induce magnetic

resonances in the adjacent silicon rings, whose magnetic fields are pointing normally

to the surface. To excite this magnetic resonance in silicon rings, a break of symmetry

(Singh et al. 2014) is necessary. The silicon bars in Fig. 2.13(c) have slightly different

distances to their left and right silicon rings, so that a silicon ring is asymmetrically

excited by two adjacent silicon bars. Such a magnetic resonance is indirectly excited

by the incident electromagnetic waves and thus is referred as a dark resonance mode.
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The interaction between bright and dark resonance modes can lead to Fano resonance

(Luk’yanchuk et al. 2010) if they are both spatially and spectrally close to each other.

Fano resonance can usually demonstrate a sharp resonance lineshape, which can be

applied to sensing (Hao et al. 2008) and electromagnetic induced transparency (EIT)

(Yang et al. 2014a, Marangos 1998, Zhang et al. 2008).

2.3.3 Dielectric resonator metasurfaces at optical frequencies

Recent years have seen significantly increased demonstrations of nano-scale DR meta-

surfaces at optical frequencies. As briefly mentioned in Chapter 1 and Section 2.1.2,

nano-scale DRs made of low-loss dielectric materials have the advantage of high ef-

ficiency and supporting multiple resonance modes. These merits make them very

attractive for constructing efficient optical functional nanostructures. A number of

Figure 2.14. Optical DR metasurfaces. (a) Huygens’ surface made of a uniform silicon DR array

(Decker et al. 2015). (b) Silicon DR array for enhancing third harmonic generations (Shcherbakov et al.

2014). (c-d) Active tunable DR metasurface (Sautter et al. 2015).
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DR-based optical metasurfaces have been demonstrated. Among them, many DR meta-

surfaces were made for wavefront engineering (Zou et al. 2013, Yang et al. 2014b, Asad-

chy et al. 2016, Kamali et al. 2016a, Kamali et al. 2016b). In these designs, efficient

electric and magnetic resonances are utilised to provide local phase gradients, and they

show higher efficiencies compared to their counterparts based on metallic resonators

(Yu et al. 2011, Sun et al. 2012b). In the past a few years, many reported DR metasur-

faces were based on silicon DRs. Due to the relatively higher refractive index, it is

possible to excite several orders of resonance modes in the near-infrared and visible

frequency ranges. For instance, by combining both electric dipole and magnetic dipole

resonances in one DR at the same frequency, a highly directional radiating Huygens’

sources (Decker et al. 2015) can be achieved, as shown in Fig. 2.14(a). In addition, reso-

nant nano-scale silicon DRs are adopted for enhancing third-order harmonic generation

(Shcherbakov et al. 2014). Figure 2.14(b) shows that the magnetic resonance of the

silicon DR array enhances the third harmonic signals. Mie resonances supported by

DRs can also be engineered into electric and magnetic reflectors at optical frequencies

(Moitra et al. 2014). High reflectivity can be realised when a strong impedance mismatch

is created by strong electric or magnetic resonances of DRs. Recently, DRs have also

been demonstrated for active and reconfigurable metasurfaces (Sautter et al. 2015). One

of the reconfigurable DR metasurfaces was achieved by embedding silicon DR arrays

inside phase-changing liquid crystal. By changing the structure temperature, the ma-

terial phase of the liquid crystal can be changed, and thus both magnetic and electric

resonances can be tuned. Similar phase-change all-dielectric metasurfaces have also

been reported by Karvounis et al. (2016). A mechanically tunable DR metasurface was

also demonstrated in 2015 as part of the present research work and is further discussed

in Chapter 6.

2.4 Summary

This chapter has summarised the most relevant background to the research presented

in this thesis. A general introduction to microwave DRAs has been given in the first

section. DRAs have the advantages of compact size, high efficiency, convenient cou-

pling schemes, tunable bandwidth and multiple resonance modes. Features such as

high efficiency and multiple resonances can be extended to the optical frequencies. As

such, the use of DRAs promises highly efficient optical functional nanostructures. An

introduction to the fundamentals of SPPs and LSPRs has been presented in the second
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section. The section has first discussed the optical properties of metals based on the

Drude model. Then, the basics of SPPs and LSPRs have been discussed, with a focus on

SPP waveguides and LSPR dipolar resonance of metallic nanospheres. The last section

has given a brief review of optical metasurfaces. Optical metasurfaces for wavefront

engineering have been discussed in the first part. The second part has discussed differ-

ent resonance modes, which are important for the designed functionalities in optical

metasurfaces. The last part has reviewed current research on optical metasurfaces based

on nano-scale DRs, which have attracted significant research attention in recent years.
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Chapter 3

Resonance Breakdown of
Nano-scale Dielectric

Resonators

A
major type of nanostructures studied in this thesis is based

on patterning cylindrical subwavelength DRs on metallic sub-

strates. DRs in such a configuration can be excited to resonate

as horizontal magnetic dipoles. In this Chapter, the resonance characteristics

of cylindrical DRs on metallic substrates are analysed in detail. It is found

that two types of resonance breakdown can occur for DRs on metallic sub-

strates at optical frequencies. The first type of resonance breakdown occurs

in DRs made of materials with very low permittivities, where no resonance

can be supported, because of the low contrast to the surrounding medium.

Of particular interest is the second type of resonance breakdown, namely

the negatively-matched resonance breakdown. This occurs when the real

parts of permittivities of DRs and their metallic substrates are negatively

matched. The negatively-matched resonance breakdown can be avoided by

adding a thin low-permittivity layer between DRs and their substrates. This

chapter provides a theoretical basis for the studies in Chapter 4 and 5.
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3.1 Introduction

In recent years, dielectric resonators (DRs) have been increasingly proposed and used for

achieving high-efficiency optical nanostructures. Among resonant dielectric structures,

one type of them is made by patterning nano-scale DRs on metallic substrates (Zou et al.

2013, Zou et al. 2015a, Yang et al. 2014b). Such a metallodielectric combination is inspired

by microwave DRAs, for which a metal ground plane is typically included as an electric

symmetry plane. As depicted in Fig. 3.1(a-c), when excited by a normally incident plane-

wave, a DR can resonate in its fundamental magnetic dipolar mode (HEM11δ), with

equivalent dipole along the horizontal direction. This resonance mode is excited due to

the symmetric nature of the normally incident E-field and is shaped by the boundary

conditions at DR-air and DR-metal interfaces. At microwave frequencies, as an example

given in Fig. 3.1(b), because metals are seen as perfect electric conductors (PECs), the

E-field inside the DR is forced to be perpendicular to the metallic ground plane. In this

case, the E-field has the highest intensity at the boundary of the DR but it becomes very

weak at its centre. The dissipation in both the metal and the dielectric parts is low while

most of the energy is radiated. The same structure can be down-scaled for terahertz and

optical applications. At terahertz frequencies, metals still function as good conductors.

Therefore, such metallodielectric structures supporting magnetic resonances can be

made efficient, as demonstrated for magnetic mirrors (Headland et al. 2015) and focusing

mirrors (Headland et al. 2016). As frequency approaches the optical range, metals

become poor conductors and the plasmonic loss become obvious. As a result, the E-field

at the DR-metal interface is not perpendicular to the metal surface and the highest

E-field intensity is close to the centre of the DR, as shown in Fig. 3.1(c). The horizontal

Figure 3.1. DRs resonating in their HEM11δ mode. (a) Schematic of the simulated unit-cell

structure. The simulation is performed with CST Microwave Studio. E-fields of HEM11δ mode at (b)

microwave frequencies and (c) visible light frequencies.
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Figure 3.2. Reflection amplitude and phase of a uniform array of nano-scale DRs on a silver

substrate. The simulated unit-cell structure is shown as the inset. TiO2 and silver are selected to

be the DR and the substrate respectively. The simulation is done at 633 nm with CST Microwave

Studio.

magnetic dipole resonance in nano-scale DRs normally occurs when the DR diameter is

around the half of the SPP wavelength λspp at the DR-metal interface.

The horizontal magnetic dipole resonance in nano-scale DRs on metallic substrates

promises several prominent applications. As shown in Fig. 3.2, by varying the diam-

eter of a cylindrical TiO2 DR, a uniform array of the DR can demonstrate different

reflection amplitude and phase responses. This property can be used to create phase

gradients along a metallic surface and can be adopted for constructing optical reflectar-

rays (Zou et al. 2013) and other wavefront shaping metasurfaces (Yu and Capasso 2014).

Another promising application of this type of nanostructure is for efficient SPP coupling

(Zou et al. 2015a). Figure 3.3 demonstrates the concept of using DRs on a metallic

substrate for efficient SPP coupling. A high coupling efficiency is suggested by the high

similarity between the E-field distributions of a horizontal magnetic dipole and SPPs.

Chapter 4 further elaborates on nano-scale DRs for SPP coupling and unidirectional

launching.

Figure 3.3. Illustration of DR as horizontal magnetic dipole for SPP coupling.
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At optical frequencies, the magnetic dipole resonance of nano-scale DRs on metallic

substrates are highly affected by the plasmonic effects. High plasmonic loss may lead to

resonance breakdown and disfunction of a DR-based metasurface. Therefore, in this

Chapter, the resonance properties of nano-scale DRs on metallic substrates are analysed

in detail. It is found that two types of resonance breakdown can occur in subwavelength

DRs on metallic substrates, and they are discussed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 propose a

mitigation method for the negatively-matched resonance breakdown. The study in this

Chapter suggests important considerations for applying nano-scale DRs in the optical

frequency range.

3.2 Resonance breakdown

At optical frequencies, nano-scale DRs on metallic substrates experience strong plas-

monic effects at the metal-dielectric interface. To analyse the plasmonic effect on the

resonance of DRs, firstly, a well-known situation of SPPs at the metal-dielectric interface

is reviewed. Figure 3.4(a) outlines the scenario of SPP at a semi-infinite metal-dielectric

interface. The relative permittivity of the metal is εm = ε
′
m + iε

′′
m and the relative

permittivity of the dielectric is εd = ε
′
d + iε

′′
d. At such an interface, the complex SPP

wavenumber kspp according to Eq. 2.8 is:

kspp = k0

√√√√ (ε′mε
′
d − ε

′′
mε
′′
d) + i(ε′mε

′′
d + ε

′′
mε
′
d)

(ε′m + ε
′
d) + i(ε′′m + ε

′′
d)

, (3.1)

where k0 is the free-space wavenumber. Equation 3.1 tells that SPPs are confined electro-

magnetic waves with their propagation characteristics depending on the properties of

materials at both sides of the interface. Considering a special case of matching condition

that ε
′
d = −ε

′
m and assuming that the dielectric material is lossless (i.e., ε

′′
d = 0), Eq. 3.1

becomes:

kspp = k0

√
ε
′
d + i

ε
′2
d

ε
′′
m
≈ k0

ε
′
d√

2ε
′′
m
[(1 +

ε
′′
m

2ε
′
d

) + i(1− ε
′′
m

2ε
′
d

)]. (3.2)

The first-order approximation is taken in Eq. 3.2. For noble metals, the real part of

their permittivity ε
′
m (which is assumed to be equal to −ε

′
d) is much greater than the

imaginary part ε
′′
m. Therefore, from Eq. 3.2, it is seen that the real part of kspp at the

matched interface is roughly ε
′
d/
√

2ε
′′
m times of k0 and that the real and imaginary

parts of kspp are large and nearly equal. This result implies an extremely small SPP

wavelength as well as a large propagation loss. Therefore, SPPs in this case can hardly
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Chapter 3 Resonance Breakdown of Nano-scale Dielectric Resonators

propagate. Additionally, the matched permittivities result in a depolarised electric

field at the metal-dielectic interface (Maier 2007). Figure 3.4(b,c) present the calculated

dispersion diagrams at interfaces of silver (Palik 1998) and different dielectric materials.

The green curves represent the SPP wavevector at the silver-air interface, where the

matched-permittivity (depolarisation) point is at the silver surface plasmon wavelength

λsp (Maier 2007). As the relative permittivity εr of the dielectric material increases,

the depolarisation point is shifted from ultraviolet to the visible wavelength range.

Following the increase in the permittivity of the dielectric material, the plasmonic loss

increases dramatically while the SPP wavelength shrinks significantly.

Based on the discussion above, the plasmonic effects on the resonance of nano-scale

DRs on metallic substrates are analysed as follows. The analysis is carried out by

simulating a uniform nano-scale DR array on a silver substrate and gradually increasing

the DR relative permittivity εr from low to high values at 622 nm. The selection of

the simulation wavelength considers that the real part of the relative permittivity of

silicon εSi = 15.2 (Palik 1998) matches well with that of silver (Palik 1998) with εAg of

−15.2 + i1.03 at 622 nm. This selection indicates certain practical scenarios. However,

Figure 3.4. SPP at metal-dielectric interface and calculated SPP dispersions. (a) Illustration

of SPP at semi-infinite metal-dielectric interface. Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of SPP wavenumber

at silver-dielectric interface calculated from Eq. 3.1. The properties of silver, TiO2, and silicon are

realistic and thus account for material dispersion and absorption (Palik 1998). Other dielectric

materials considered here are lossless and nondispersive.
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3.2 Resonance breakdown

Figure 3.5. Reflection phase responses of uniform DRA arrays on metallic substrates. All

simulations are carried out with the frequency-domain solver of CST Microwave Studio at 622 nm

(482 THz). The simulated structure is a uniform cylindrical DRA array on a silver (Palik 1998)

substrate, with a fixed unit cell size 350× 350 nm2 and a DRA height 50 nm. The DR diameter and

its relative permittivity εr are varied. (a) Reflection phase responses of uniform DRA arrays with low

permittivity on a silver substrate. Resonance breakdown is observed for very low permittivity values.

DRAs of slightly higher permittivities are off-resonance. (b) Reflection phase responses of uniform

DRA arrays of moderate permittivity on a silver substrate. The results show efficient DRA resonance.

(c) Reflection phase responses of uniform DRA arrays of high permittivity on a silver substrate. The

results suggest the matched-permittivity resonance breakdown.

it must be noted that 〈100〉 silicon cannot be directly grown on a silver surface due to

their lattice mismatch. The selection of materials is thus for illustration purpose only.

The simulated relative permittivities of DRs range from 2 to 18 and the selected unit cell

size of the uniform array is 350× 350 nm2.

The simulation results of reflection phase responses and E-field distributions are sum-

marised in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 respectively, which depict different resonance and

resonance breakdown scenarios. Figure 3.5(a) summarises the simulated reflection

phase responses of uniform DR arrays with the DR permittivity ranging from 2 to 6.

For the DR arrays of permittivity values of 2 and 3, the phase responses are nearly flat
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Figure 3.6. Illustrations of DR resonance breakdown. The simulated E-fields of same-size DRs

of different materials on a silver substrates are presented. The DR diameter is marked as the black

dot in Fig. 3.5(b). The simulation setup is identical to the setup described in Fig. 3.5. (a) Lossless

DR with εr = 2. (b) TiO2 DR. (c) Lossless DR with εr = 12. (d) Silicon DRA.

lines. This indicates that DRs with such low permittivity values are not able to confine

incident energy sufficiently to sustain any resonances, and most of the incident light

is scattered. As the permittivity increases above these values, the DRs start to show a

weak resonance. While due to the limitation of the unit cell size, the DR size is too small

for its resonance wavelength, and thus demonstrate limited phase ranges. Figure 3.6(a)

plots the E-field of the DR with εr = 2 on a silver substrate. It is seen that there are

no resonance modes in the nano-scale DR. This corresponds to the low-permittivity

resonance breakdown due to the low energy confinement and large radiation loss.

As the DR permittivity increases to moderate value, the DR array on a silver plane

demonstrates a clear resonance feature. Figure 3.5(b) presents the reflection phase

responses of DR arrays with moderate permittivity values. Taking the red curve of the

TiO2 DR array as an example, a phase range of nearly 2π can be achieved by varying the

diameter of the DR. Figure 3.6(b) presents the E-field distribution of a resonant TiO2 DR

when excited by a normally incident plane wave at 622 nm. This resonance corresponds

to a fundamental magnetic dipole resonance and its diameter is marked as the black

dot in Fig. 3.5(b). Such a resonance feature can be tailored to support various dielectric

optical metasurface designs (Zou et al. 2013, Zou et al. 2015a, Yang et al. 2014b).
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3.3 Resonance breakdown mitigation

With the permittivity rising to even higher value, the DR starts to experience the nega-

tively matched-permittivity resonance breakdown. Figure 3.5(c) presents the reflection

phase responses of DR arrays with high permittivity values. As the DR permittivity

increases, the DR array demonstrates a diminishing phase range covering a nearly flat

line when the positive permittivity of the dielectric (silicon) matches the absolute value

of the negative permittivity of the metallic substrate (silver). Figure 3.6(c,d) present

illustrative results. For the DR with εr = 12, a higher-order mode resonance is observed

due to the wavelength shortening effect, while for the silicon DR array on a silver sub-

strate, no resonance can be sustained. This confirms the discussion in Section 3.2, which

predicted that due to the negatively matched permittivities, the plasmonic loss increases

dramatically while the SPP wavelength at the interface is significantly shortened. As

such, SPPs can hardly propagate and consequently no resonances are supported. The

reflection phase response of the DR array with εr = 18 is also plotted in Fig. 3.5(c). In

this case, the DR permittivity is away from the matching point and the SPP wavelength

is significantly longer than that at the matched point. However, the plasmonic loss

remains very large, and thus no resonance can be sustained. Therefore, a nearly flat line

reflected phase curve is observed.

3.3 Resonance breakdown mitigation

The resonance breakdown of DRs on metallic substrates limits the efficient designs to

only a narrow range of DR relative permittivities. To avoid the negatively-matched reso-

nance breakdown, a thin low-permittivity dielectric layer can be deposited between the

DR array and its metallic substrate to reduce the plasmonic losses and the wavelength

shortening effect (Yang et al. 2014b). Figure 3.7 shows an example of such a structure

in which a 10 nm SiO2 layer is deposited between the DR array and its silver substrate.

Simulated reflection phase responses of this structure are also presented in Fig. 3.7.

We compare the phase responses with that in Fig. 3.5. The modified structure still

demonstrates low-permittivity resonance breakdown at very low permittivity values

and off-resonance features at slightly higher DR permittivities. However, the nega-

tively matched-permittivity resonance breakdown occurring at high DR permittivities is

clearly avoided. Instead, the DR array demonstrate 2π phase responses in a significantly

larger DR permittivity range. Within such a larger range, DRs can keep their resonance

characteristics and high efficiency. In this way, the selection of dielectric materials is

relaxed for possible optical nanostructure designs.
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Figure 3.7. Reflection phase of modified DR arrays on metallic substrates. The structure

unit-cell on the left shows the modified structure with a 10 nm SiO2 layer deposited between the DR

and its silver substrate. The simulation setup and structure are the same as described in Fig. 3.5

except for the SiO2 layer.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, nano-scale cylindrical DRs on metallic substrates for supporting horizon-

tal magnetic dipolar resonance have been analysed. Such structures can create phase

gradients along a metallic surface and can be applied for wavefront engineering. Like-

wise, the horizontal magnetic dipole resonance supported by DRs on metallic substrates

can also be applied to design efficient SPP couplers. Based on the discussion of SPP at

negatively-matched interface and verifications with full-wave simulations, two types of

resonance breakdowns of nano-scale DRs on metallic substrates at visible frequencies

have been analysed. As the permittivity of a DR on a metallic substrate increases from

low to high values, the DR experiences low-permittivity and matched-permittivity

resonance breakdowns at the two extremes. As a consequence, DRs only resonate effi-

ciently within a limited range of permittivities. The two types of resonance breakdown

occur due to the high radiation losses and plasmonic losses respectively. Of particular

interests is the negatively matched-permittivity resonance breakdown, which occurs

when the dielectric and metallic materials are negatively matched in their permittivities.

The matched-permittivity resonance breakdown can be avoided by inserting a thin

low-permittivity dielectric layer between the DRA array and its metallic substrate. As

a result, the DRA permittivity range for efficient resonance can be significantly broad-

ened. The study in this chapter suggests certain critical considerations when designing
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3.4 Conclusion

metallodielectric nanostructures at the visible frequencies and lays the theoretical basis

for the following chapters.
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Chapter 4

Directional Excitation of
Surface Plasmons by
Dielectric Resonators

A
N important aim of current research on plasmonics is to de-

velop compact components to manipulate surface plasmon

polaritons (SPPs). More specifically, one major aim is to de-

velop efficient SPP couplers. The commonly used metallic resonators are

inefficient to couple free-space waves to SPPs, while metallic gratings require

oblique incidence for achieving unidirectional propagation. In this chapter,

nano-scale non-uniform arrays of dielectric resonators (DRs) on metallic sub-

strates are proposed for unidirectional launching of SPPs. The application

of metallodielectric nanostructures can produce resonances mainly in the

low-loss DRs and hence the power dissipated through oscillating current

in metal can be reduced. DRs operating near resonance can provide phase

control when coupling incident waves into SPPs. The theoretical analysis

and simulations show that non-uniform DR arrays can efficiently launch

SPPs into a pre-designed direction. Furthermore, with proper patterning,

optimal launching can be achieved by avoiding power leakage via deflection

into free space. The SPP launching condition and the influence of propaga-

tion loss are mathematically analysed from the viewpoint of antenna array

theory. The SPPs launchers based on DRs have a potential for applications

in highly efficient integrated optics and optical waveguides.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1 Introduction

Integrated optics and photonics have made remarkable contributions to the advance-

ment of telecommunications, information processing and storage, sensing and spec-

troscopy. The miniaturisation of photonic devices may potentially enable low power

consumption in ultra-fast processors, high-resolution imaging and sensors with unprece-

dented sensitivity and specificity. As an emerging branch in nanophotonics, plasmonics

has gained significant interest in the past decade, thanks to the unique properties of

subwavelength optical confinement and field enhancement in metallic nanostructures.

As a key element of plasmonic devices, unidirectional SPP launchers have attracted

significant research attention in recent years. Conventionally, free-space propagation

waves can be coupled into SPPs via prisms or metallic gratings (Maier 2007). However,

prisms are too bulky for integrated optics, while metallic gratings require phase dif-

ferences introduced by oblique incidence to realise unidirectional launching of SPPs

(Hutley and Maystre 1976). So far, various nanostructures based on different principles

have been demonstrated for unidirectional SPP launching, aiming at overcoming the

limitation of the conventional coupling methods and providing discrete components

for integrated optics. Figure 4.1 summarises several reported SPP launchers based on

different nanostructures. A nanoslit on a metal surface can provide extra momentum

and work as a SPP coupler that launches SPPs bidirectionally. Combined with metallic

gratings (Gan et al. 2007) or Bragg reflectors (Fu et al. 2008, López-Tejeira et al. 2007),

the SPPs coupled by a nanoslit can be guided or reflected into a desired direction. An

example of a nanoslit with Bragg reflectors is presented in Fig. 4.1(a). Such a configura-

tion can demonstrate high unidirectioal launching ratio by increasing the number of

Bragg reflectors. With some modifications, an asymmetric nanoslit combined with a

nanocavity (Chen et al. 2010) can realise unidirectional SPP launching based on wave

interference from the Fabry-Pérot resonance. Grooves (Kuttge et al. 2009) and apertures

(Yin et al. 2004) on metallic surfaces have also been demonstrated for SPP coupling. In

general, when excited by incident electromagnetic waves, grooves and apertures can

create horizontal magnetic currents whose field distributions are comparable to that of

SPPs. Therefore, they can work as SPP couplers. As shown in Fig. 4.1(b), by changing

the dimensions of grooves, a phase shift can be added to the excited SPPs. Thus a non-

uniform array of grooves (Baron et al. 2011, Huang and Brongersma 2013) can achieve

unidirectional SPP launching resulting from wave interference. Similar SPP launching

principle has also been demonstrated based on apertures (He et al. 2012). Recently,
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Liu et al. (2012) presented a compact magnetic antenna launcher consisting of two near

resonant Au-MgF2-Au sandwich structures, as shown in Fig 4.1(c). This arrangement

is equivalent to two horizontal magnetic dipoles where a phase shift is obtained from

different antenna dimensions. The SPP unidirectional launcher mentioned above are all

based on SPP reflection and interference where phase shifts are necessary. On the other

hand, an intriguing unidirectional SPP launcher based on a structure mimicking a single

rotating dipole (Xi et al. 2014) has also been reported. More sophisticated SPP launcher

designs have also been demonstrated. Lu et al. (2013) demonstrated an ultra-broadband

SPP unidirectional launchers, which realised strong unidirectional SPP coupling from

Figure 4.1. Experimentally demonstrated unidirectional SPP launchers. SPP launchers based

on (a) nanoslit and bragg reflectors; (b) non-uniform grooves; (c) Au-MgF2-Au magnetic antennas;

(d) cross polarised aperture arrays. Figures and results of designs in (a-d) are adopted from López-

Tejeira et al. (2007), Baron et al. (2011), Liu et al. (2012), and Lin et al. (2013), respectively.
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4.2 Optimal SPP launching condition

690 nm to 900 nm. Lin et al. (2013) reported a polarisation-dependent SPP launcher,

shown in Fig. 4.1(d). The aperture arrays with orthogonal orientations can launch SPP

into left, right or bi-directions when excited by waves with different polarisations.

In this chapter, based on the SPP coupling mechanism by DRs discussed in Section 3.1 of

Chapter 3, unidirectional SPP launchers made of non-uniform arrays of DRs on metallic

substrates are proposed and studied. Section 4.2 analyses the optimal SPP launching

condition. Section 4.3 further examines the SPP launching based on linear antenna array

theory, with the consideration of SPP propagation loss and finite array sizes. Section 4.4

presents the verification of unidirectional SPP launching and the optimal launching

condition based on numerical simulations.

4.2 Optimal SPP launching condition

A common principle for unidirectional launching of SPPs is based on wave interference.

This interference process is illustrated in Fig. 4.2(a) for the proposed SPP launcher based

on DRs. For simplicity, only two adjacent DRs from an infinite array are considered

first. The DRs are located on a silver surface with a distance d between their centres and

they have phase responses on reflection corresponding to ϕ1 and ϕ2. Illuminated by a

TM-polarised light with an incidence angle of θi, the two resonators couple the incident

waves into SPPs. The SPPs excited by those two elements have phase differences

imposed by the elements’ intrinsic phase responses, the incident angle, and the different

Figure 4.2. DR array for SPP excitation. (a) Schematic of DRs for SPP unidirectional launching.

(b) SPP directional launching lines for an infinite ideal array of DRs and a normal incidence. Here

numbers denote the diffraction order while L and R denote left (solid line) and right (dashed line)

directions.
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propagation distances. With proper phase matching, constructive interference can be

achieved on one side along the metal surface, with destructive interference on the other

side. This phase matching condition can be generally described as:

Leftward launching: ϕ1 = ϕ2 + k0d sin θi − ksppd + 2vπ, (4.1a)

Rightward launching: ϕ1 − ksppd = ϕ2 + k0d sin θi + 2vπ, (4.1b)

In summary: ϕ1 ± ksppd = ϕ2 + k0d sin θi + 2vπ; (4.1c)

where k0 is the wavenumber of the incident free-space wave and kspp denotes the

wavenumber of the propagating SPPs launched by the DRs. However, it should be

noted that the wavevector kspp in Eqs. 4.1(a) and (b) points to opposite directions.

Therefore, when combined to a single equation in Eq. 4.1(c), it is necessary to define the

positive direction of kspp. The amplitude of the wavevector kspp is defined with positive

sign to the left as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). In Eq. 4.1(c), the case of “+” represents the perfect

constructive interference towards the left-hand side while the “−” describes the perfect

constructive interference towards the right-hand side. The integer v = 0,±1,±2...

denotes the SPP launching order. Under normal incidence, where θi = 0◦, Eq. 4.1 is

simplified to:

±kspp =
∆ϕ

d
+ v

2π

d
, (4.2)

with ∆ϕ = ϕ2 − ϕ1. The solutions of Eq. 4.2 is graphically presented in Fig. 4.2(b).

The plotted lines indicate perfect constructive interference on one side but destructive

interference on the other side. Practically, lower launching orders v, and small distances

d are preferred to minimise propagation losses. This preference is also reflected in the

analysis in Section 4.3.

Besides SPP launching, the progressive phase response of a non-uniform DR array

can be configured for realisation of reflectarrays at optical frequencies (Zou et al. 2013,

Yang et al. 2014b). The optical reflectarray in Zou et al. (2013) was demonstrated to

deflect incident light into a pre-designed direction in free space. In the context of SPP

launching, this deflection mechanism reduces the power available for surface wave

coupling and must be suppressed. In the following, we analyse how to minimise power

leakage from deflection and achieve optimal SPP launching.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.3(a), the beam deflected by two adjacent elements towards an

angle θr can be described by the phase matching condition:

ϕ1 + k0d sin θr = ϕ2 + k0d sin θi + 2(m− 1)π. (4.3)
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4.2 Optimal SPP launching condition

Here the index m = 1, 2, 3... represents diffraction orders created by the two adjacent

resonators. The numbering “m − 1” is selected such that m = 1 matches the first

diffraction order. For normal incidence (θi = 0◦), the mth-order diffraction (deflection)

angle can be calculated as:

sin θr =
∆ϕ

k0d
+ (m− 1)

2π

k0d
. (4.4)

For the array configuration with progressive ∆ϕ and inter-element spacing d, the m = 1

order deflection is the most relevant and needs to be suppressed. From Eq. 4.4, a

necessary condition can be found by considering that the m = 1 order deflection can be

accessed only when | sin θr| ≤ 1. i.e.

|∆ϕ|
d
≤ k0. (4.5)

This condition is presented graphically in Fig. 4.3(b), showing, the well-defined areas as

deflection zone (shaded; | sin θr| ≤ 1) and non-deflection zones (unshaded; | sin θr| > 1).

To facilitate the analysis of achieving optimal SPP launching and suppressing wave

deflection, Fig. 4.2(b) and Fig. 4.3(b) are combined into Fig. 4.4(a), in which λ0 is

selected to be 633 nm (equivalent to 474 THz) and the corresponding λspp is calculated

on a silver-air interface. It is seen in Fig. 4.4(a) that the zeroth-order directional SPP

launching lines lie inside the non-deflection zone. Hence, the lines satisfy the condition

for unidirectional SPP launching, while prohibiting power leakage from deflection. The

(∆ϕ, d) pairs corresponding to these lines fulfill:

|∆ϕ|
d

= kspp > k0. (4.6)

Figure 4.3. DR array in reflectarray configuration. (a) Schematic of DRs for reflectarray beam

deflection. (b) Deflection zone and non-deflection zone. The blue lines and red lines denote the first

and the second order deflections tangential to the surface (θr = ±90◦) respectively.
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Figure 4.4. SPP launching condition. (a) Normal incidence with kspp = 1.033k0 (SPP wavenumber

calculated on silver-air interface at 633 nm). The green dots 1, 2 and 3 correspond to design and

simulation cases 1, 2 and 3 in Section 4.4. The reflectarray realised in (Zou et al. 2013) is also

labelled as dot 4. (b) Oblique incidence at 30◦ with increased kspp = 1.25k0 for illustration purposes.

Therefore, any pair along the v = 0 order lines promises high SPP launching efficiencies

while the crossing points between the L and the R lines such as (λspp
2 ,π) promises

bidirectional launching, which, in the case of infinite arrays, will result in standing

waves. The non-deflection condition introduced in this section defines a radiation

pattern with a unique main lobe along the launching direction on the metal surface,

and without grating lobes to match higher diffraction orders (Zou et al. 2013). In effect,

optimal SPP launching can be achieved.

The considerations of optimal launching can be extended to the case of oblique incidence,

where the cumulative phase shift is caused by both the resonators’ phase responses

and the incidence angle. For this general case, Eq. 4.1(c) can be used for describing the

ideal SPPs momentum matching, while the deflection conditions can be retrieved from

Eq. 4.3. In particular, for the m = 1 order, the deflection angle can be calculated as:

sin θr =
∆ϕ

k0d
+ sin θi. (4.7)

To illustrate the effect of the angle of incidence, a sample case with an incidence angle

θi = 30◦ is presented in Fig. 4.4(b) where the kspp is increased to 1.25k0 for better

illustration. It is observed that an asymmetry is introduced by the incidence angle and

both the deflection zone and directional propagation lines are rotated in the graph.

Nevertheless, optimal launching condition can be identified on the SPP launching line

in the non-deflection zone, where the deflection angle θr becomes imaginary. Thus, the
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optimal condition can be described as:

|∆ϕ|
d

+ k0 sin θi = kspp > k0. (4.8)

The green solid line denotes the Littrow configuration where the incident beam is

reflected back along the incident path (Palmer and Loewen 2005).

4.3 Linear array theory for SPP launching

The analysis in Section 4.2 offers general guidelines for designing optimal launchers

in an ideal infinite array based on the inter-element distance d and the progressive

phase shift ∆ϕ. However, this analysis does not include the effects of SPP propagation

loss and of the finite extent of the array. Here the analysis is extended with a simple

one-dimensional interference model which assumes a finite N-element array repeated

infinitely in the direction perpendicular to the SPP launching direction. Additionally,

all DRs, excited by a normally incident TM-polarised light, are assumed to have the

same radiation pattern and the uniform amplitude of unity. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the

N-resonator array is located on a silver surface and the elements have a progressive

phase shift of ∆ϕ. According to the interference principle, the total amplitude is the

superposition of SPPs launched by all the resonators to either sides of the array. The

total amplitude of the SPPs at observation points located at a distance D from the edge

resonator on the left and right can be calculated as (with the time dependence eiωt

omitted):

AL =
N

∑
n=1

e−ikspp[D+(n−1)d]+i(n−1)∆ϕ

= e−iksppD · 1− eiN(∆ϕ−ksppd)

1− ei(∆ϕ−ksppd)
;

(4.9a)

AR =
N

∑
n=1

e−ikspp[D+(n−1)d]−i(n−1)∆ϕ

= e−iksppD · 1− eiN(∆ϕ+ksppd)

1− ei(∆ϕ+ksppd)
.

(4.9b)

In Eqs. (4.9), AL and AR are the total SPP amplitude summations for propagation

towards the left and right sides respectively. The complex SPP wavenumber kspp

includes the phase constant β and the attenuation constant α. Provided that the array
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Figure 4.5. Concept of a N-DRA array with progressive phase. The observation green points

L and R are set at left and right sides of the array.

operates at 633 nm on a silver-air interface, the complex SPP wavenumber is kspp =

1.025× 107 − i1.017× 104 rad/m (Maier 2007, Zou et al. 2013). In the following, we will

analyse SPP launching in this formalism starting from the infinite ideal array and later

increasing complexity to observe the impact of the finite extent and propagation losses

on the launching performance. First, the propagation loss is neglected or equivalently

kspp is assumed real. For an infinite array, i.e. the number of resonators N = ∞, the

normalised left and right amplitudes can be analytically calculated as:

AL/N = lim
N→∞

1
N

1− eiN(∆ϕ−ksppd)

1− ei(∆ϕ−ksppd)

=

{
1; ∆ϕ = kspp · d + 2mπ

0; otherwise

(4.10a)

AR/N = lim
N→∞

1
N

1− eiN(∆ϕ+ksppd)

1− ei(∆ϕ+ksppd)

=

{
1; ∆ϕ = −kspp · d + 2mπ

0; otherwise

(4.10b)

where m is an arbitrary integer. This analysis confirms that for infinite lossless arrays,

optimal directional launching is satisfied when ∆ϕ = ±ksppd + 2mπ, i.e. on directional

launching lines shown in Fig. 4.2(b). On the other hand, if the condition is not strictly

satisfied, the SPP vanishes.

For a finite array, optimal launching is still achieved by arrays on the directional

launching lines in Fig. 4.2(b), but other array configurations that are not located on

these lines can also lead to non-zero SPP amplitude. This is exemplified in Fig. 4.6(a)

for propagation towards the left, in the case N = 10 (i.e. calculated based on Eq. 4.10a).

The difference between normalised launched power to the left side and right side is

presented in Fig. 4.6(b,c). The results from Fig. 4.6(a-c) confirms that the difference of

launched power from finite arrays in the non-optimal launching region is not strictly
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Figure 4.6. SPP launching calculation based on linear array theory. (a) Normalised SPP

amplitude towards the left-hand side of finite arrays (N = 10) with different d and ∆ϕ. (b-c)

Difference of normalised power launched to the left (positive) and right (negative) for values (b) N

= 10 and (c) N = 100. (d) Launched SPPs E-field amplitude for lossy (red) and lossless (blue)

conditions, calculated at silver-air interface at 633 nm. Each DR is assumed to have SPP amplitude

of 1 V/m.

zero and this effect is more obvious for smaller arrays than for larger arrays. With

an increased number of resonators, the regions of unidirectional launching become

increasingly narrower and, as can be expected, the results rapidly converge to the

launching lines when N approaches infinity. It is also observed that on the launching

lines, the SPP power for finite arrays is not constant, since a small amount of power can

be launched towards the opposite direction too.

Now the analysis is extended to include the impact of the one-dimeonsional (1D)

propagation loss by considering the complex SPP wavenumber kspp given earlier. At

633 nm, the 1D propagation length (Zayats et al. 2005) of SPPs with infinite transversal

extent on an ideally flat silver-air interface is approximately equal to 50 µm (Maier

2007, Zou et al. 2013), where the energy decays along the propagation direction of
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SPPs wavefronts to 1/e or the amplitude decays to about 60.6%. Due to the amplitude

attenuation, SPPs excited by a given resonator have negligible contribution to the total

SPP beyond a certain distance. Mathematically, a re-examination of Eqs. 4.9(a) with kspp

replaced by β− iα yields:

AL,α = e−iksppD · 1− eiN(∆ϕ−βd)e−Ndα

1− ei(∆ϕ−βd)e−dα
; (4.11)

where AL,α is the launched SPP amplitude at a distance D away from a N-element

array with given inter-element distance d and progressive phase ∆ϕ. Due to the

propagation loss, it can be indeed calculated that the value of AL,α converges to

e−iksppD/(1− ei(∆ϕ−βd)e−αd) when N approaches infinity and e−Ndα becomes zero. An

example corresponding to the (∆ϕ, d) pair ( π
2 , λspp

4 ) on (0, L) line is presented in Fig. 4.6(d),

where it is clearly visible that the launched SPP E-field amplitude saturates due to the

propagation loss.

4.4 Verification

In this section, in order to apply and validate the optimal launching condition, various

SPPs launching structures made of non-uniform arrays of DRs on a metal surface are

designed and demonstrated through full-wave simulation. The designed structures are

shown in Fig. 4.7. All DRs are cylindrical in shape with varying radii but a uniform

height of 75 nm. The centre distance between neighbouring resonators is denoted as

d. Resonators are located on a silver substrate, which has a thickness of 150 nm and

width of 300 nm. TiO2 is selected for the DRs because of its electrical properties and

relative ease of patterning at nanometre scale. The material offers an anisotropic relative

Figure 4.7. The designed SPP launcher. (a) Illustration for Cases 1 and 2 with a difference in the

inter-element spacing d and resonator sizes. Poynting vector towards the left direction is integrated

over transparent green planes illustrated in the figure for optimisation. (b) Illustration for Case 3 as a

bidirectional coupler.
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Table 4.1. Design parameters. The design cases are denoted as numbered green dots in Fig. 4.4(a).

Case 1 2 3 4 (Zou et al. 2013)

∆ϕ 6π/7 6π/7 π π/3

d 3λspp/7 (265 nm) 4λspp/7 (350 nm) λspp/2 (300 nm) λ0/2 (310 nm)

N 7 7 2 6

Subarray

length
3λspp (1855 nm) 4λspp (2450 nm) λspp (600 nm) 3λ0 (1860 nm)

Function Left launching Right launching Standing waves Deflection

permittivity of 8.29 along the planar axes and 6.71 along the cylindrical axis with a loss

tangent of less than 0.01 (Zou et al. 2013). Silver, as the metal substrate, offers a relative

permittivity of−16.05+ i0.48 at 633 nm (Zou et al. 2013). At 633 nm, the SPP wavelength

on the silver-air interface equals to λspp = λ0

√
(εAg + εair)/εAgεair = 613 nm.

Three illustrative cases are selected from the v = 0,−1 orders L and R lines, as indicated

by the numbered green dots in Fig. 4.4(a). These practically realisable cases are selected

with consideration of the sizes of resonators, which determine the smallest inter-element

distance d, since neighbouring resonators cannot be patterned too close to each other.

The corresponding element spacing d and required phase progressions are summarised

in Table 4.1. Case 1 is selected on the ideal launching line with v = 0 in the non-

deflection zone while Case 2 is on the line v = −1 in the deflection zone. According

to Eq. 4.4, Case 2 promises a first order (m = 1) diffraction at an angle of −48.6◦ from

the normal direction. Case 3 is at the intersection of the lines v = 0 (L) and v = −1

(R), and hence Case 3 should couple incident light into SPPs propagating towards two

Figure 4.8. Numerically calculated phase responses and reflection magnitudes. The cases 1,

2, 3 are results of unit cells corresponding to simulations of marked dots 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 4.4(a).
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Table 4.2. Radii of DRs in the four featured simulation cases.

Case
Radius (nm)

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7

1 106 63.5 105.5 61.5 113 84.5 51.5

2 84.5 69.5 99.5 58.5 35 82.5 57.5

3 64 79 # # # # #

4 (Zou et al. 2013) 33 77 85 90 96.5 121 #

opposite directions, resulting in standing waves. In addition to the three cases above, a

previously published DR-based reflectarray (Zou et al. 2013), labelled as Case 4, is also

marked in Fig. 4.4(a). In this last case, the goal of the reflectarray design was deflection

and thus the geometry is located far from the SPP launching lines so that most of the

incident power is deflected at a pre-designed offset angle from specular direction.

The required phase gradient for the three designs can be obtained by varying the size

of the resonators. It can be shown that TiO2 resonators with different radii around

resonance exhibit different phase responses and reflection magnitudes when illumi-

nated normally by plane waves (Zou et al. 2013). At 633 nm, the phase curves and

reflection magnitudes can be computed via numerical simulations in infinite uniform

array conditions. This has to be done separately for the different inter-element distance

d corresponding to the three considered cases, as presented in Fig. 4.8. The obtained

phase curves cover a range of about 330◦, which is commonly deemed sufficient for

practical designs. For the first three design cases marked by the green dots in Fig. 4.4(a),

the radii of the individual DRs are selected from the phase curves to cover a cycle of 2π

phase change and the obtained values are summarised in Table 4.2. These examples are

specifically chosen to allow periodic repetition in subarrays formed by a small number

of DRs covering one phase cycle. The simulations are carried out with the frequency-

domain solver of CST Microwave Studio, using unit cell boundary conditions and

TM (E-field parallel to the DR subarray) Floquet ports. Mutual coupling between the

resonators with different sizes influences the local phase responses. Since the phases are

calculated in a uniform array configuration, an optimisation of DRs’ radii is necessary

to compensate non-uniform coupling and achieve optimal launching. The optimisation

is carried out for Cases 1 and 2 by maximising the Poynting vector integrated on a series

of selected planes normal to the silver surface (as represented in Fig. 4.7(a)). In contrast,

for simulation of Case 3, no optimisation is required as the effect of DR phase variation

originating from non-uniform coupling is negligible.
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Figure 4.9. Simulated E-field component perpendicular to the silver surface for the four

design cases. All cases are labelled in Fig. 4.4(a) and share the same amplitude and geometry

scale. The white dashed boxes indicate a single subarray. (a) Case 1: Leftward SPP launcher in

the non-deflection zone. 34% of the incident power is reflected while 66% is accepted including

power coupled into SPPs and dissipated inside materials. (b) Case 2: Rightward SPP launcher in the

deflection zone. 54% of the incident power is reflected while 46% is accepted. A deflection wavefront

is visible at −48◦ from the normal. (c) Case 3: A clear standing waves is observed on this structure

with 67% of the incident power is reflected while 33% absorbed. (d) Case 4: The reflectarray in

(Zou et al. 2013) is reproduced with without further optimisation. A clear deflection is observed at

19.9◦ off normal. 47% of the incident power is accepted mainly dissipated inside materials while 53%

is reflected.

Figure 4.9 shows for Cases 1, 2, 3 and 4 the simulated E-field component normal to

the interface. This particular field component contains most features of the launched

plasmonic waves and includes some features from the scattered field. As shown in
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Fig. 4.9(a) and (b), both of the TiO2 based arrays for Cases 1 and 2 show clear direc-

tional SPP launching, with a distinctive difference in the scattered field. In addition

to rightward directional launching, the result of Case 2 also shows a clear deflection

wavefront at −48◦, close to the theoretically calculated angle of −48.6◦. In comparison,

the result of Case 1 only shows leftward directional SPP launching and weak free-space

scattering with no clearly defined direction. Furthermore, the simulations show that

the accepted power, which includes power coupled into SPPs and power dissipated

inside the materials, are 66% for Case 1 and 46% for Case 2. Simulation of Case 3 shows

no directional SPP launching but only the expected standing waves. In this case, 67%

of the incident light power is reflected while the rest is coupled into standing waves

and dissipated as heat in the silver and TiO2. This effect suggests (after optimisation)

a possible application of DR arrays to perfect absorption. Case 4 is the simulation

reproducing the reflectarray reported in (Zou et al. 2013) and the result shows clear

deflection at 19.9◦ offset from normal direction.

The 3D simulation results also reveal some effects not accounted for in the analysis. The

non-uniform arrays of DRs on the silver surface are not only excited by normal incident

light, but also by the radiation from their neighbouring resonators. This parasitic

excitation through mutual coupling introduces an asymmetry (Neugebauer et al. 2014)

in the excited mode of each resonator. This effect can change the DRs’ phases and

radiation patterns and as a result, higher order modes are observed in some large

DRs. Therefore, the optimisation procedure can yield DR sizes that are dramatically

different from the radii found directly from the phase curves computed in a uniform

array configuration (Fig. 4.8(a)). Furthermore, intrinsic differences in the elements’

radiation magnitude also contribute to a difference observed between the analytical

and numerical results. The resonant DRs have larger scattering cross-section than off-

resonance DRs. This effect is more obvious when the progressive phase shift is large

and can lead to stronger unwanted higher order diffractions and negative impact on

SPP launching.

4.5 Conclusion

SPP couplers based on non-uniform DR arrays operating in their fundamental resonant

magnetic dipole mode have been proposed. In a non-uniform array, a variation in the

size of the DRs can introduce a phase gradient to control the propagation direction
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4.5 Conclusion

of SPPs. By properly designing the SPP coupler array, optimal SPP launching can be

achieved by avoiding energy leakage into deflection orders. The analysis presented in

this Chapter provides guidelines for designing efficient and compact SPP couplers.
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Chapter 5

Nano-scale TiO2 Dielectric
Resonator Absorbers

A
S indicated in Chapter 4, surface plasmon polariton (SPP) form-

ing standing waves can lead to high absorption. In this Chapter,

a narrow-band plasmonic absorber based on uniform array of

nano-scale cylindrical dielectric resonators (DRs) on a metallic substrate is

experimentally demonstrated. Under a normally incident plane-wave exci-

tation, the DRs resonate in their horizontal magnetic dipolar mode, which

can be seen as localised plasmonic hot spots. Such a localised resonance also

couples incident waves into SPPs bidirectionally, and perfect absorption is

achieved by creating SPP standing waves. The simulation shows perfect

absorption at 633 nm with a 90% power absorption relative bandwidth of

1.8%, while the measurement demonstrates maximum power absorption of

90% at 636 nm. Both simulation and measurement results are analysed with

coupled mode theory. Additionally, further numerical studies elaborate on

the dependence of absorption on the resonator size, period, and incidence

angle. This design can be scaled to other wavelengths and can be used as

components of integrated optical systems.
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5.1 Review of metamaterial and plasmonic absorbers

Electromagnetic absorbers are devices that can convert incident electromagnetic energy

into heat or other forms of energy efficiently. Ideally, no reflection or transmission of

electromagnetic waves are allowed in the working wavelength range (Cui et al. 2014,

Watts et al. 2012). This concept has attracted significant research interests, thanks to the

wide range of applications such as energy harvesting (Sai et al. 2003, Sergeant et al. 2009),

thermal emission (Molesky et al. 2013, Rephaeli and Fan 2009), light coupling (Hutley

and Maystre 1976, Ye et al. 2014), and sensing (Bauch and Dostalek 2013, Liu et al. 2010).

So far, various approaches towards electromagnetic absorbers have been reported. In

the last decade, metamaterial absorbers (Landy et al. 2008, Tao et al. 2008, Liu et al. 2010,

Hao et al. 2010, Aydin et al. 2011) have been extensively studied, with demonstrations

from microwave (Landy et al. 2008), to terahertz (Tao et al. 2008), and optical frequencies

(Hao et al. 2010). In general, metamaterials are described by the effective medium theory

(Smith and Pendry 2006). The existences of electric and magnetic resonances can tune the

effective permittivity ε and permeability µ such that the effective impedance Z =
√

ε/µ

can match the free space impedance Z0, and thereby maximise electromagnetic absorp-

tion. Metamaterial absorbers usually are designed by patterning metallic resonators on

ground planes with dielectric spacers (Landy et al. 2008, Tao et al. 2008, Hao et al. 2010),

where strong electric and magnetic resonances are supported.

At optical frequencies, plasmonic resonators play an important role in electromagnetic

absorbers. Plasmonic metamaterials for high absorption usually exploit localised surface

plasmon resonances (LSPRs) (Tan et al. 1999, Polyakov et al. 2012, Søndergaard et al.

2012, Zhang et al. 2012) and support resonances by multilayer structures (Hedayati et al.

2011, Aydin et al. 2011, Kats et al. 2013). This concept has also been extended to terahertz

frequencies (Withayachumnankul et al. 2014). Apart from LSPRs, surface plasmon

polaritons (SPPs) can also lead to perfect electromagnetic absorption. The first perfect

optical absorption based on this principle was demonstrated with gold gratings (Hutley

and Maystre 1976). Later, various similar SPP absorbers (Sharon et al. 1997, Fang et al.

2012) were reported and implemented for integrated optics (Holmgaar-d et al. 2009).

In this Chapter, a narrowband plasmonic absorber based on DRs is proposed and

experimentally demonstrated. Such an absorber is developed by patterning an array of

TiO2 cylinders on a silver ground plane. TiO2 is a low-loss dielectric with a loss tangent

less than 0.01 in most of the visible frequency range (Zou et al. 2013, Palik 1998). The

absorption mechanism of the design is different from purely LSPR absorbers or SPP
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couplers made of metallic gratings. The DR array resonate locally in their fundamental

magnetic dipolar mode, which couples the incident waves into SPP standing waves.

This absorber can be co-fabricated with other high-efficiency DR components on the

same integrated platform.

5.2 Design and fabrication

The perfect absorption is designed to be at 633 nm for demonstration purpose and

can be scaled to other wavelengths. Figure 5.1(a) presents the unit-cell design of the

proposed narrowband plasmonic absorber. The silver substrate thickness is 200 nm to

prevent any light transmission. Excited by a normally incident plane wave, the DR is

intended to resonate as a horizontal magnetic dipole, and can couple the free-space

incident waves into SPPs efficiently (Zou et al. 2015a). The DR period should be close

to one λspp to ensure SPP standing waves. However, the actual period is shorter due

to the retardation effect caused by the presence of DRs. Due to the four-fold rotational

symmetry of the unit cell, the absorption is polarisation independent.

The absorber is fabricated with electron beam lithography (EBL). The nanofabrica-

tion starts with the preparation of a silicon substrate, which is coated with a 200 nm

silver layer via electron beam evaporation (Lesker PVD75). The silver-coated wafer

is then spin-coated with an electron sensitive resist (950 PMMA A4) and soft-baked

on a hotplate at 180 ◦C for 90 s. Subsequently, EBL is performed by using a field-

emission electron microscope with a Nanometer Pattern Generation System (NPGS)

Figure 5.1. Absorber structure. (a) Schematic of the absorber unit cell. a = 425 nm, d = 170 nm,

h = 50 nm, and t = 200 nm. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of the fabricated absorber sample.
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(Nova NanoSEM, FEI Company using NPGS, JC Nabity Lithography Systems). After

the electron exposure, the sample is first rinsed in isopropanol (IPA) and subsequently

immersed in a methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) developer solution with isopropyl alcohol

(1:3 MIBK:IPA) for 60 s. Then, to rinse off the MIBK developer, the sample is soaked

in IPA and subsequently dried in nitrogen. Now the sample is ready for performing

electron beam evaporation (Lesker PVD75) of TiO2. After patterning TiO2 resonators,

lift-off is performed by soaking the sample in acetone for 1 h and then rinsed with IPA.

Finally, the sample is dried using compressed nitrogen. In order to achieve the desired

crystalline phase of the TiO2 DRs, the sample is annealed at 600 ◦C in vacuum for 2 h.

Figure 5.1(b) presents a scanning electron microscopy image of the fabricated sample.

5.3 Simulation and measurement results

First of all, numerical simulation of the absorber structure is performed with the frequ-

ency-domain solver in CST Microwave Studio. Floquet port excitation and unit cell

boundary conditions are adopted. The normally-incident excitation is set to be linearly-

polarised in the x-direction. The red line in Fig. 5.2(a) presents the simulated absorption

spectrum, which demonstrates perfect absorption at the designed 633 nm. The 90%

relative power absorption bandwidth is 1.8%. There is also a weak absorption peak

resulting from a higher-order resonance of DRs at 535 nm. Figure 5.2(b, c) demonstrate

the simulated E-field distributions of the absorber design at 633 nm. As shown, the DRs

resonate strongly as horizontal magnetic dipoles, which couple the normally incident

waves into SPPs in both the positive and negative x directions. The SPP standing waves

resulting from interference can also be observed. The simulation also reveals that 74.2%

of the incident power is dissipated in silver while 25.8% of the incident power is lost in

the TiO2 cylinders at 633 nm.

To examine the optical performance of the fabricated sample, the absorption spectrum

of the absorber sample is measured and compared with simulation results. Figure 5.3

presents the photo of the measurement setup with the corresponding schematic shown

as the inset. A tungsten halogen lamp is selected as the white light source, and the

radiation passes through a polariser for x-polarised incidence. The light is then directly

filtered by a 20 µm pinhole. The setup creates and ensures a near-Gaussian beam with

a very small beam waist and a small divergence angle (Ye et al. 2014). After passing

through a 50:50 beamsplitter, the white-light beam is focused by a 10× microscope
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Figure 5.2. Simulation, measurement, and fitting analytical results. (a) The red line and

the blue line are the simulated and measured absorption spectra of the plasmonic absorber. The

black line (Qa1=40, Qr1=32, Qa2=147, Qr2=15) and the magenta line (Qa1=29, Qr1=13, Qa2=85,

Qr2=6.7) are the analytical results fitted to the simulation and measurement results respectively. (b,

c) Simulated E-field of the absorber design at 633 nm under x-polarised normal excitation. (b) and

(c) show fields on the array and the DR cross-section, respectively.

objective (denoted as 10×OB in Fig. 5.3) onto the absorber sample. The measured

diameter of the focused beam is 85 µm, smaller than the fabricated DR footprint of 100×
100 µm2. The calculated Rayleigh length is around 9 mm at 633 nm (Saleh et al. 1991).

Although aberration occurs, the Rayleigh length ensures approximate normal incidence

in most of the visible wavelength range. The reflected light from the sample is collected

by a fibre-coupled spectrometer and is normalised with the reflection from a reference

silver mirror that replaces the sample. The measured spectrum is presented the as blue

line in Fig. 5.2(a). The measured spectrum is in general agreement with the simulated
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Figure 5.3. White light absorption measurement. Photo (a) of the customised white light

absorption measurement setup with schematics illustrated in (b).

results. The maximum absorption is 90% and slightly redshifted to 636 nm due to

limited fabrication accuracy. Several factors lead to a broader measured lineshape. The

main likely cause is that the materials of the fabricated sample are lossier than materials

modeled in the simulation. Additionally, incident light can leak from sample edges as

the focused spot size is comparable to the sample size. The small divergent angle of

the incident beam and the sample surface roughness also contribute to the lineshape

broadening. The higher-order absorption peak is hardly observable in the measurement
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and the measured increasing absorption at shorter wavelengths is actually resulted

from the intrinsic absorption of TiO2 (Kuznetsov and Serpone 2009).

5.4 Analysis and discussion

To explain the absorption mechanism in this DR array, the Q factors of the device are

modelled based on the coupled mode theory (CMT) (Haus 1983, Qu et al. 2015). The

plasmonic absorber can be viewed as an array of resonators coupled with free-space

incident waves. Its operation can be described by quality factors Qa and Qr, where

larger Q values correspond to smaller losses. Specifically, Qa describes the energy

trapped in the array and finally dissipated therein, while Qr describes the radiation loss

of the absorber. According to the CMT, the reflection coefficient Γ of the absorber can be

expressed as (Haus 1983):

Γ(λ) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

Qan −Qrn − 2jQanQrn

(
λn
λ − 1

)
Qan + Qrn + 2jQanQrn

(
λn
λ − 1

) , (5.1)

where Qan and Qrn represent the Qa and Qr of the n-th order resonance mode of the

DRs, while λn designates the n-th order resonance wavelength and λ is the considered

wavelength. The weighting of contributions of each mode has already been incorporated

into Qan and Qrn, and therefore, the Γ is only normalised to the number of resonance

modes N. If only the fundamental resonance mode were considered, it can be expected

from Eq. (5.1) that zero reflection at the resonance wavelength occurs at the condition of

critical coupling (Bliokh et al. 2008) when Qa = Qr. On the other hand, when Qa � Qr

(over-damping case), magnetic reflection can be achieved (Headland et al. 2015). When

Qa � Qr (under-damping case), this corresponds to electric reflection. From Eq. (5.1),

the absorbed power can be calculated as 1 − |Γ|2. We only consider the first two

resonance modes (i.e., N=2) and fit the model to the simulation and the measurement

results in Fig. 5.2(a). At 633 nm where the fundamental resonance (n=1) is dominant,

although the perfect absorption is achieved in simulation, the corresponding Qa1 and

Qr1 are not equal. The slight difference is caused by the contribution to absorption

from the second resonance mode. For the measurement, Qr1 is smaller than Qa1 at

633 nm. Therefore, the radiation loss should be larger than the dissipation loss. It is

also seen that Qa1 and Qr1 deduced from a best fit to the measurement are less than

those from the simulation. It implies that the actual dissipation and radiation losses

are larger than expected. An increase in the dissipation loss can be ascribed to the
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Figure 5.4. Absorption and reflection phase maps. Absorption (%) at 633 nm of a uniform TiO2

DR array on a silver substrate when varying the DR diameter and period. The white dot marks the

fabricated sample.

higher material loss of the fabricated sample than the modelled materials. Additionally,

an increase in the radiation loss is mainly caused by the stronger scattering from the

rough surfaces of the fabricated sample and light leakage from sample edges. As a

result, the measured spectrum does not show perfect absorption at the main peak and

the lineshape is broader than the simulated one. Similar analysis and interpretation

can also be carried out at the second peak (n=2, ∼535 nm) where it is seen that Qa2

is significantly larger than Qr2. This indicates much greater radiation loss than the

dissipation loss. Essentially, the greater radiation loss is because the DR period does

not match the second order resonance wavelength, and it leads to a good coupling to

radiation. The model shows reduced accuracy at the short wavelength end as only two

resonance modes are considered. In addition, the model does not take the material

frequency-dependent absorption into consideration.

In order to achieve high absorption, all DRs must be on resonance and the unit cell

size must match the SPP wavelength. Therefore, in the following, the influence of

the resonator radius and array periodicity on the absorption are studied. Figure 5.4

summarises the simulated absorption map with varying DR diameter and period at

633 nm. In Fig. 5.4, the red band in the graph demonstrates a region of high absorption,

whereas the central area corresponds to both a strong DR resonance and perfect SPP
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Figure 5.5. Simulated power absorption under oblique incidence. “R” and “D” label resonances

and diffractions respectively. The wavelength of 425 nm corresponds to the unit cell size. Power

absorption under (a) TM-polarised and (b) TE-polarised excitations are presented.

interference. In this region, the Qa and Qr are almost equal and the reflected phase is

close to zero. Towards a larger period, the smaller DRs are away from their critical

resonance, while towards the shorter period, higher order resonances can occur and

complicate the SPP interferences. In both cases, the discrepancy between Qa and Qr

increases and lead to reduced absorption. The DR arrays corresponding to the blue

region are off-resonance, which translates into low dissipation loss and high radiation

loss. At the left side of the red band, the phase of Γ is between 0 to π, while at the right

side of the red band, the phase of Γ is between 0 to −π.

Figure 5.5 presents the visible light absorption spectra of the designed plasmonic ab-

sorber under oblique incidence angles for both TM and TE polarisations. In general, the

figure shows that the absorption performance is more stable under the TE polarisation

than under the TM polarisation. In the figure of TM polarisation, several orders of reso-

nance (R) and diffraction (D) can be observed as the incidence angle varies. R1 labels the

fundamental magnetic resonance of the DRs for the high absorption. R1 maintains stable

absorption when the incidence angle varies within 10◦, while it quickly redshifts and

converges to the first order diffraction D1 as the incidence angle increases. R2 presents

an asymmetrically excited magnetic dipole mode, only accessible at oblique incidence
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and with asymmetrical reflections from adjacent resonators. R3 labels a higher-order

magnetic resonance mode. Increased absorption is seen when D1 crosses R2 and R3

(Bitzer et al. 2009). Finally, D2 is the second order diffraction peak. Interestingly, in

the wavelength region where D2 occurs, a negatively-matched resonance breakdown

(Zou et al. 2015b) occurs, where the TiO2 permittivity is negatively-matched with the

real part of the permittivity of silver. In this case, the DRs can no longer resonate (as the

case in Fig. 3.6(d)), and the array works only as grating. High absorption occurs when

the DR period matches the momentum difference between SPPs at silver-air interface

and free space waves. Under TE polarisation, as the incident E-field is parallel to the

absorber surface, the absorption is more stable to angle variation than that under TM

polarisation. It is seen that the absorber demonstrates over 90% absorption at around

633 nm up to 30◦. Due to the transverse incident E-field, the coupling between free

space waves and SPPs is strongly suppressed at large incident angles, and thus, less

resonance and diffraction modes are observed.

5.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, a narrowband plasmonic absorber at 633 nm has been experimentally

demonstrated. This absorber is based on a uniform array of TiO2 DRs on a silver

substrate. The design relies on resonant nano-scale DRs to couple incident waves into

SPPs and achieves high absorption by SPP interferences. Coupled mode theory analysis

on Q factors has been applied, which revealed the relation between the dissipation and

radiation losses. The resonator size and array periodicity are important for achieving

resonance and proper excitation of SPP standing waves. Under oblique incidence,

the plasmonic absorber performance is more stable under TE polarisation than the

TM polarisation. This study explored applications of nano-scale DRs in the visible

frequencies and can be applied for sensing, filtering and integrated optics.
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Chapter 6

Mechanically Tunable
All-Dielectric Metasurfaces

D
EVICES that manipulate light represent the future of infor-

mation processing. Flat optics and structures with subwave-

length periodic features (metasurfaces) provide compact solu-

tions. The key bottleneck is efficiency, which has been demonstrated with

significant improvement by replacing metallic resonators with dielectric

resonators (DRs). To extend the functionalities of dielectric metasurfaces to

real-world optical applications, the ability to tune their properties becomes

important. In this chapter, a mechanically tunable all-dielectric metasurface

is experimentally demonstrated. Such a metasurface is made by embed-

ding an array of DRs in an elastomeric matrix. The optical response of the

structure under a uniaxial strain is analysed by mechanical-electromagnetic

co-simulations. It is experimentally observed that the metasurface exhibits

remarkable resonance shifts. Analysis using a Lagrangian model reveals

that strain influences the near-field mutual interaction between resonant

dielectric elements. The ability to control and alter inter-resonator couplings

will position dielectric metasurfaces as functional elements of reconfigurable

optical devices.
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6.1 Introduction

Next generation optical devices require components that are compact, efficient, and

reconfigurable. At visible wavelengths, conventional optical components are usu-

ally based on geometrical optics, rendering them bulky. Optical metasurfaces seek

to revolutionise realisation of optical components by utilising planar thin film layers

of sub-wavelength resonant elements (Yu and Capasso 2014, Kildishev et al. 2013).

Metasurfaces allow us to engineer phase discontinuities across the thin film interfaces

(Yu et al. 2011). This concept breaks the dependence on phase retardation arising from

optical path length in bulky optics and thus allows us to realise exotic functional-

ity, including anomalous reflection and refraction (Sun et al. 2012b, Li et al. 2015), or

broadband polarisation conversion (Yang et al. 2014b). As such, metasurfaces promise

unparalleled applications in sensing (Kildishev et al. 2013), imaging (Huang et al. 2013),

and communications (Wu et al. 2006).

To harness the functionality of metasurfaces for real-world applications, the ability to

tune their response becomes important (Zheludev and Kivshar 2012). The inherent

resonant nature of metasurfaces allows their electromagnetic responses to be tuned in

many different ways. For instance, different resonance modes (Prodan et al. 2003) can

be tuned by changing resonators relative orientations (Liu et al. 2009, Powell et al. 2011)

or their geometries (Meinzer et al. 2014). The metasurface tunability can also be

achieved by manipulating the near-field interactions via varying unit cell periods

(Powell et al. 2010, Withayachumnankul et al. 2012, Sersic et al. 2009, Li et al. 2013).

Other methods to achieve tunable metasurfaces or metamaterials include the use of

phase-change materials (Driscoll et al. 2008, Seo et al. 2010), voltage-controlled cou-

pling (Benz et al. 2013), and thermal stimulus (Ou et al. 2011). Incorporating resonant

elements on stretchable substrates enables mechanical tuning of the optical responses

of metasurfaces (Pryce et al. 2010, Aksu et al. 2011, Millyard et al. 2012). Addition-

ally, in many metasurface designs, nonlinear materials have been introduced into

resonant electromagnetic fields to enhance tunable higher-order harmonic generation

(Boardman et al. 2011, Poutrina et al. 2010).

Apart from the tunability, efficiency is another factor to consider for metasurface in

real-world applications. In the last few years, a number of metasurfaces made of DRs

have been demonstrated for efficient light manipulations (Yang et al. 2014b, Zou et al.

2013, Zou et al. 2015a, Zou et al. 2014, Zou et al. 2016, Filonov et al. 2012, Staude et al. 2013,

Decker et al. 2015), which have been reviewed in Chapter 2. Recently, Sautter et al. (2015)
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have demonstrated an all-dielectric metasurface made of cylindrical silicon DRs covered

by a nematic liquid crystal. By changing the operation temperature, the material phase

of the liquid crystal and thus the near-field interactions of the resonators operating in

magnetic and electric modes are altered, resulting in a demonstrated tunability of the

all-dielectric metasurface.

In this Chapter, a mechanically tunable optical metasurface is proposed and experi-

mentally demonstrated. The metasurface is made of an array of uniform TiO2 (anatase)

cylindrical DRs embedded in an elastomeric matrix. The elastomeric matrix, or more

specifically polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), is commonly used in stretchable technologies

(Pryce et al. 2010, Seghir and Arscott 2015), as a flexible substrate due to its remarkable

elasticity and low optical losses. With recent advances in stretchable electronics fabri-

cation (Gutruf et al. 2013), brittle oxides can be integrated into elastomers through a

unique transfer technique allowing for high process temperatures (Gutruf et al. 2015).

Using this technique, a very high resolution of the embedded features can be achieved,

limited only by the lithographic patterning techniques. The deformation of the soft

PDMS allows for tuning the period of the array without altering the shape of the hard

TiO2 resonators, thus providing a convenient and viable metamaterial tuning method.

Such a tuning strategy has been recently reported for tunable coloration based on high-

index non-resonant diffraction grating with multi-mode interferences (Zhu et al. 2015).

Here to analyse the resonant-metasurface design, mechanical and electromagnetic finite-

element co-simulations have been adopted and the results have been verified at visible

frequencies with measurements performed on a fabricated prototype metasurface. To

shed light on the underlying tuning mechanisms, we have analysed the near-field

interactions among DRs with a Lagrangian model (Powell et al. 2010, Withayachum-

nankul et al. 2012, Sersic et al. 2009) to interpret the observed resonance shifts. This work

proposes an approach to achieve all-dielectric mechanically reconfigurable metasurfaces

that enable the next generation optical devices and adaptive photonic systems.

6.2 Design and simulations

6.2.1 Optical response of unstrained metasurface

The tunable dielectric metasurface consists of a uniform array of cylindrical TiO2 res-

onators embedded in an elastomeric PDMS matrix. In the considered frequency range

from 450 THz to 600 THz (500 nm to 667 nm), the measured average relative permittivity
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of TiO2 is 5.8 (with measured dispersion data shown in Fig. B.1 of Appendix B), while

PDMS has an isotropic relative permittivity of 2 (Mark 2009). As illustrated in insets of

Fig. 6.1(a), the cylindrical TiO2 DRs have a diameter of 190 nm and an overall height of

102 nm (of which the cap height is 32 nm, an inherent property of the lift-off method

used in fabrication). The designed periodicity in the x- and y-directions is 408 nm.

First of all, the optical response of the unstrained metasurface is analysed through

electromagnetic simulation, which is carried out by CST Microwave Studio, using unit

cell boundary conditions and Floquet excitation ports (Mias et al. 1999). When excited by

normally incident plane-wave, the simulated transmission spectrum of the unstrained

array exhibits a well-defined electric dipole resonance occurring at 591 nm, as shown

in Fig. 6.1(a). It is noted that the sharp peak at 582 nm results from a grating effect

associated with the infinite array periodicity. The instantaneous field distributions of

Figure 6.1. Resonant electric dipole response of a DR in unstrained PDMS matrix. (a)

Simulated transmission of the unstrained array sample, for a normally incident wave with E-field

along the y-direction. Simulated (b) H-field on the x-z plane and (c) E-field on the y-z plane of the

resonators in an infinite unstrained array corresponding to the resonance peak in (a).
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a cylindrical DR associated with this electric dipole mode, represented in Fig. 6.1(b,c),

show the E-field on the y-z plane oscillating in the DR centre with the circulating H-field

on the x-z plane.

6.2.2 Mechanically induced deformation and strain

In order to evaluate the effect of external strain, a three-dimensional (3D) mechanical

model is created to conduct finite-element method (FEM) analysis of the metasurface.

The FEM is carried out using the ANSYS 15 Mechanical tool. The model is built by

considering an array of DRs centred on and embedded in the PDMS substrate. Under

applied strain along the x-direction, the amount of DR unit cell displacement depends on

the mechanical interplay of the hard high-modulus TiO2 features embedded in the soft

low-modulus elastomeric PDMS. To accurately analyse the mechanical deformations

in the DR array with reasonable computational complexity, the simulated DR array

includes 6× 6 unit cells and the PDMS substrate is restricted to 10× 5 µm2 with a

thickness of 2.5 µm. The PDMS substrate is then subjected to a simulated mechanical

deformation with displacement of 0.6 µm in the x-direction, equivalent to 6% strain for

Figure 6.2. Simulation of change in unit cell period upon application of strain along the x-

direction. The materials properties used for PDMS are: Young’s modulus of 20 MPa (Bowden et al.

1998), density of 965 kg ·m−3 (Nisar et al. 2008), and Poisson’s ratio of 0.4 (Xia et al. 1996). The

TiO2 DRs embedded in the PDMS are 190 nm in diameter and 102 nm in height, with Young’s

modulus of 1.4× 106 MPa (Ottermann et al. 1996), density of 4,260 kg ·m−3 (Reddy et al. 2012),

and Poissons ratio of 0.28 (Mayo et al. 1990).
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the original length of 10 µm, with detailed simulation parameters included in the caption

of Fig. 6.2. Figure 6.2 summarises the mechanical simulated unit cell deformations along

the x- and y-directions upon application of uniaxial strain along the x-direction. In order

to evaluate the influence of DRs embedded in PDMS, a blank substrate is compared to

the DR-embedded structure. The results are displayed in Fig. 6.3, with direct comparison

of the total deformation in Fig. 6.3(a) and Fig. 6.3(c) and normalised strain in Fig. 6.3(b)

and Fig. 6.3(d). Despite the presence of the embedded TiO2 features, the result suggests

a uniform deformation with no observable distortion of the PDMS substrate in the

direction perpendicular to the stretching direction. This response is identical to that

of a control substrate without the embedded TiO2 features. Figure 6.3(d) shows the

normalised strain, which is the change in dimension in percentage, occurring in the

device. It is observed in simulation that the TiO2 DRs themselves do not deform under

Figure 6.3. FEM mechanical modelling results. Results for 6% applied strain on (a,b) blank

PDMS substrate and (c,d) PDMS substrate with embedded dielectric resonators. Three-dimensional

maps of total deformation are shown in (a) and (c), with normalised strain shown in (b) and (d).
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applied strain due to their high modulus, whilst the soft low-modulus PDMS deforms

around them. This mechanical behavior results in a seamless movement of the TiO2

DRs with the substrate. The resulting unit cell period in the direction parallel to the

applied strain can therefore be varied consistently across the sample and proportionally

to the amount of strain. The associated change in the unit cell period orthogonal to

the applied strain can be attributed to the elastomers intrinsic Poisson’s ratio of 0.4

(Xia et al. 1996) and is manifested in the simulation results as an induced compression

of the unit cell size in the y-direction.

6.2.3 Tunability of optical response under strain

The observable effect of strain from the mechanical simulation, with specific reference

to an alteration of the unit cell periodicity, guides the investigation towards the optical

response of the dielectric metasurface. Full-wave electromagnetic simulations are

carried out with CST Microwave Studio to predict tunability of optical response under

strain. The fundamental transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes,

corresponding respectively to x- and y-polarised waves, excite the structure in the

normal direction. All propagating Floquet modes are observed. The background

material is set to PDMS with the non-dispersive relative permittivity of 2 (Mark 2009).

In the simulations, the unit cell dimensions are changed in accordance with the FEM

mechanical simulation (Fig. 6.2) to imitate the effects of applied strain (stretching) along

the x-direction together with induced strain (compression) along the y-direction.

As illustrated in Fig. 6.4(a), for the y-polarised excitation, the excited fundamental

electric dipoles in the DRs have the E-field transversely coupled and the H-field longi-

tudinally coupled along the applied strain direction. For the x-polarised incidence in

Fig. 6.4(b), the converse applies, with the electric dipoles having the E-field longitudi-

nally coupled and the H-field transversely coupled along the applied strain direction.

Figure 6.4(c,d) summarise the simulated transmission spectra of the DR array under

increasing strain from 0% to 6% for the y-polarised and the x-polarised incident waves,

respectively. In general, the resonance peak undergoes redshift under the y-polarised

excitation, while experiencing blueshift under the x-polarised excitation. In both figures,

the sharp diffraction peak shifts oppositely to the resonance peak, because the incident

E-field aligns along the unit cell shrinking direction for the y-polarisation but along

the unit cell stretching direction for the x-polarisation. The redshift and blueshift of

the dipole resonance imply different dominant effects for transverse and longitudinal
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Figure 6.4. Optical simulations of the metasurface of TiO2 DRs in PDMS. (a, b) Orientation

of the y-polarised and x-polarised electric dipoles with respect to applied strain. The large dark green

arrow denotes the incident E-field direction. The modal fields in the cylindrical DRs are labeled with

the green arrows for the E-field component (parallel to the excited electric dipoles), while the red

arrows indicate the circulating H-field component. Simulated resonances under (c) y-polarised and

(d) x-polarised excitation for increasing applied strain, with the black arrow denoting direction of

resulting resonance shift.

mutual coupling amongst the DRs. A detailed coupling analysis is presented later by

using a Lagrangian model in Section 6.5. Here, it is emphasised that the resonance

shifting is not from the array edge resonance effects (Tucker et al. 2015), since the array

is considered to be 2D-infinite in the simulations.
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6.3 Fabrication

Figure 6.5(a-f) show a step-wise schematic of the fabrication process used to create

the tunable DR array sample. The fabrication process starts with a platinum (Pt) layer

deposited by electron beam evaporation on a standard, cleaned silicon wafer shown

in Fig. 6.5(a). A 250 nm thick polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) layer is applied to

the platinum-coated silicon wafer via spin coating followed by a hard bake at 180 ◦C.

The electron-beam sensitive PMMA is subsequently exposed using an electron beam

lithography system (Nabity EBL system on a FEI Nova SEM equipped with a field

emission gun) by writing the negative mask of the DR array in a serial process. The

written structures are 190 nm diameter holes with a separation of 420 nm in both

the x- and y-directions. The DR array consists of 280 × 280 periods resulting in a

total dimension of 118 × 118 µm2. A subsequent immersion in a MIBK developer

is used to wash away the regions exposed to the electron beam. The TiO2 dielectric

layer of 102 nm thickness is then deposited by electron beam evaporation shown in

Fig. 6.5(b). Subsequently, lift-off is performed in an acetone bath to remove the excess

TiO2 (Fig. 6.5(c)). The lift-off is followed by an annealing step of 600 ◦C for 2 h in

vacuum (Zou et al. 2013) to synthesise the anatase phase of TiO2 for low optical loss.

This is followed by the removal of the TiO2 – Pt sandwich from its rigid carrier by casting

PDMS (2 mm thick) onto the TiO2 layer, with a subsequent hotplate cure at 120 ◦C for

8 min and an immediate peel-off (Fig. 6.5(d)). It is significant to note that the step

depicted in Fig. 6.5(d) results in a shrinkage of the PDMS substrate on release from the

substrate, due to compressive strain introduced by the curing the PDMS at an elevated

temperature (120 ◦C). This decrease in volume results in a multiaxial compression

of around 2.9%. This phenomenon has been well characterised and accounted for in

this work, by ensuring the nanofabrication pattern with unit cell dimensions that are

larger (420 nm, in comparison to the 408 nm defined by the design). The wafer-sized

TiO2 – PDMS device is flipped over onto a silicon carrier and the Pt layer removed

by reactive ion etching (7.5 min, 100 W, Ar atmosphere, 70 mTorr working pressure)

leaving the dielectric cylinders exposed, as illustrated in Fig. 6.5(e). The device is

then carefully lifted off the carrier and diced into 50 mm×50 mm specimen for the

ease of measurement (Fig. 6.5(f)). Figure 6.5(g) shows a false-colour scanning electron

micrograph (FEI Verios 460L) of a partial view of the DR array.
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Figure 6.5. Nanofabrication process of dielectric resonator metasurface. (a) platinum deposi-

tion; (b) electron beam lithography for nanopatterning and TiO2 deposition; (c) lift-off removal of

TiO2 and resist with subsequent annealing; (d) spin-coating and curing of PDMS with subsequent

peel from carrier substrate; (e) schematic of purple plasma plume indicating platinum layer removal

by dry etching; and (f) release to create a tunable metasurfaces. (g) TiO2 DRs embedded in PDMS

imaged with a scanning electron microscope and represented in false colour, where blue indicates

PDMS and green for TiO2.
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6.4 Measurement and results

The resonance shifting spectral behaviour is verified via experimental characterisation,

using nanofabricated samples and the test setup in Fig. 6.6. A 20 W BWTEK BIP 2.0

tungsten halogen lamp is selected as the white light source. To obtain sufficient incident

power, the integration housing sphere is removed so that the lamp illuminates forward

directly in a broad angle. A 2′′ diameter, 60 mm focal length bi-convex lens (labelled

as collimation lens) is used to collect and collimate the broadly divergent light into a

40× numerical aperture 0.65 objective. A Newport 5511 sheet polariser on a rotating

mount is positioned right before the 40 objective for polarisation selection. Several black

paper cards and an aluminum light housing box (not included in Fig. 6.6) are utilised to

prevent randomly scattered light. The 40× objective focuses the light beam into a 50 µm

pinhole. The measured power of the light from the pinhole is 82 µW, ensuring sufficient

signal power over the noise level. An Olympus RMS20X 20× numerical aperture 0.4

achromatic objective is used to focus the light down to 140 µm to excite the DR array

sample in its centre. The selection of the 20× objective takes both the beam divergence

angle and focused beam size into consideration. The sample is mounted on a stretching

stage with a minimum stretching step of 10 µm. The transmitted light is collected by a 1′′

diameter, 30 mm focal length plano-convex lens into a SMA905 fibre coupler connected

with a BWTEK FPC 600 µm core optical fibre. The fibre guides the transmitted light into

Figure 6.6. Optical characterisation setup of the DR metasurface.
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Figure 6.7. Polarisation-dependent transmission spectra of the metasurfaces with increasing

applied strain. (a, c) y-polarisation excitation transverse to applied strain. (b, d) x-polarisation

excitation parallel to applied strain. Black arrows denote the shifting direction.

the BRC115P Exemplar CCD spectrometer for measurement. During the measurements,

a CS01-200 digital microscope is used for observing the sample and for focusing the

incident beam onto the centre of the DR array. The sample is measured under 0, 2%, 4%

and 6% strain applied along the x-direction with both the x- and y-polarised incident

waves.

Figure 6.7(a) presents the measured results under the y-polarised excitation with in-

creasing applied strain. As expected, a clear redshift of the resonance by 30 nm (5.08%)
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is observed with the strain increasing from 0% to 6%. The transmission at 591 nm also

increases from 46% to 78% as the strain varies from 0% to 6%. Figure 6.7(b) presents

the measured transmission under the x-polarised excitation. In this case, the resonance

peak slightly shifts by 6 nm (0.96%) towards the blue and the transmission at 587 nm

rises from 48% to 77% when the applied strain increases from 0% to 6%. The opposite

shifting towards red and blue is caused by the different transverse and longitudinal

coupling strengths that will be analysed in greater detail in Section 6.5. The observable

resonance arises from the electric dipole mode, since the shifting complies with the

simulated electric dipole resonance. Overall, the measured positions of the resonance

are in good agreement with simulations. However, the measurement shows a broader

resonance linewidth and gradually increased transmission as the applied strain in-

creases. The resonance broadening and weakening is caused by (i) the divergence angle

of the focused beam and (ii) the non-uniformity of the resonator shape, both of which

result in slightly different modal field distributions among the resonators. The former

cause is corroborated by experimental observations made during system alignment,

where it has been found that the resonances are further broadened when using a 50×
objective (instead of the 20× objective used in the presented results). Further resonance

weakening during stretching is mainly attributed to the increased light leakage from

the sample edges. It should be noted that the measured weakening strengths are similar

in both y- and x-polarised excitations, but are obscured by the baseline variation result-

ing from increasing intrinsic TiO2 absorption towards the short visible wavelengths

(Kuznetsov and Serpone 2009).

6.5 Lagrangian model analysis

In this section, a Lagrangian model is established to quantitatively investigate the

near-field interaction mechanisms amongst DRs and to interpret the numerical and

experimental results. For this symmetrical and uniform DR array, the long-distance

in-plane interactions are balanced and their impact is significantly less than the near-

field interactions (Khunsin et al. 2011). Within the considered optical wavelength range,

only the fundamental electric dipolar mode is excited due to the small dimensions

and moderate permittivity of the TiO2. Thus, as depicted in Fig. 6.4(a), for the y-

polarised excitation, the E-field component of the DR fundamental resonant mode is

longitudinally coupled in the y-direction and transversely coupled in the x-direction

and vice versa for the H-field. By increasing the applied strain, it can be then inferred
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that mainly the E-field transverse coupling and the H-field longitudinal coupling are

altered. On the other hand, under the x-polarised excitation, as shown in Fig. 6.4(d),

mainly the E-field longitudinal coupling and the H-field transverse coupling are altered

with increasing applied strain in the x-direction. Both the impacts of the applied strain

and the induced strain are incorporated in the Lagrangian analysis. However, the

induced strain has a weaker impact on the near-field couplings than the applied strain

since the compression due to induced strain is very limited.

To start the analysis, we first consider a single TiO2 DR operating in its fundamental

electric dipolar mode. It is known that the DR operates via the displacement current.

Therefore, the displacement currents and charges can be described as:

displacement charge density: ∇ · D, (6.1)

displacement current density: ∂D
∂t = Ḋ, (6.2)

where D is the electric flux density and Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2 are linked with the continuity

equation for the electric current density. From Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2, the displacement charges

and current can therefore be expressed as:

displacement charge: Qd =
∫

V ∇ · DdV, (6.3)

displacement current: id =
∮

S ḊdS, (6.4)

where V is the volume of the DR and S is the area of the resonator cross-section

orthogonal to the electric dipole direction. Equations 6.3 and 6.4 can be linked with

id = dQd/dt = Q̇d. The Lagrangian model of a single DR is thus formulated as

(Powell et al. 2010):

L =
L
2

Q̇2
d −

1
2C

Q2
d, (6.5)

where L and C are effective inductance and capacitance of the DR. The two terms in

Eq. 6.5 represent the stored magnetic and electric energy, respectively. Applying the

Euler-Lagrangian equation of motion (Morin 2008):

∂

∂t

(
∂L

∂Q̇d

)
=

∂L
∂Qd

; (6.6)

we arrive at:

Q̈d + Qd/LC = 0. (6.7)

From Eq. 6.7, the fundamental electric dipole mode for a single DR occurs at the

frequency ω0 = 1/
√
(LC). For the proposed DR design, a value of ω0 = 142.5 THz
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is obtained from simulation by using unit cell size large enough to approximate a

resonator in isolation.

In the following, we analyse the effect of the electromagnetic near-field couplings on

the electric dipole resonance in the DR array. From Fig. 6.8(a), the Lagrangian of the

Figure 6.8. Lagrangian model fitting to the resonance frequency. The coupling coefficients

are as follows: hL = 2.10× 1013 nm3, hT = 2.50× 1013 nm3, eL = 1.40× 1015 nm3, and eT =

1.32× 1016 nm3. (a) Illustration of near-field coupling among four neighbouring cylindrical TiO2 DRs.

(b) Resonance frequencies when the strain direction is orthogonal to the polarisation. (c) Resonance

frequencies when the strain direction is parallel to the polarisation. (d) Resonance frequencies for

square unit cells.
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coupled resonator system can be expressed as (Withayachumnankul et al. 2012):

Lx = ∑
u,v

{
L
2

[
(Q̇d)

2
u,v − 2κHT(Q̇d)u,v(Q̇d)u+1,v + 2κHL(Q̇d)u,v(Q̇d)u,v+1

]
− 1

2C

[
(Qd)

2
u,v − 2κEL(Qd)u,v(Qd)u+1,v + 2κET(Qd)u,v(Qd)u,v+1

]}
.

(6.8)

Equation 6.8 describes the electromagnetic near-field interactions under the x-polarised

excitation. The coupling effects described in Eq. 6.8 only take the four nearest neigh-

bouring resonators into consideration, which are marked with red circles in Fig. 6.8(a),

and the “+” and “-” signs represent the field attractive and repulsive interactions, re-

spectively. The subscripts for the coupling coefficients κHT, κHL, κET, and κEL denote the

transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) coupling strengths of the magnetic (H) and electric

(E) fields. For the y-polarised excitation, the transverse and longitudinal coupling

coefficients together with their signs in Eq. 6.8 should be exchanged. By referring to

the dominant term in the near-field expressions for the infinitesimal electric dipole

(Balanis 2016), these coefficients can be linked to the unit cell sizes ax and ay as well as

the wavenumber k in the PDMS via:

κHT = hT/(ka3
x); κHL = hL/(ka3

y);

κET = eT/a3
y; κEL = eL/a3

x.
(6.9)

Equation 6.9 is for the x-polarised incidence, and it is noted that ax and ay should be

exchanged for the y-polarised incidence. The constants hT, hL, eT and eL represent the

effects of an oscillating current source radiating as an electric dipole in the near-field

along transverse and longitudinal directions. Applying the Euler-Lagrangian equation

in Eq. 6.6 to the coupled resonator system in Eq. 6.8 yields:[
(Q̈d)

2
u,v − κHT(Q̈d)u+1,v + κHL(Q̈d)u,v+1

]
+

1
LC

[
(Qd)

2
u,v − κEL(Qd)u+1,v + κET(Qd)u,v+1

]
= 0

(6.10)

Since the plane-wave excitation is uniform across the array, the coupled DR array

operates in the symmetrical mode. Thus all the resonators have the same charge

distributions and they oscillate collectively in phase yielding (Qd)u,v = (Qd)u+1,v =

(Qd)u,v+1 and (Q̈d)u,v = (Q̈d)u+1,v = (Q̈d)u,v+1. Solving Eq. 6.10 yields the resonance

frequency of the coupled resonator array:

ωs = ω0

√
1 + κET − κEL

1 + κHL − κHT
, (6.11)
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Figure 6.9. Influence of metasurface geometry on coupling coefficients. The coupling coeffi-

cients (in logarithmic scale) as a function of the square unit cell size (side length).

where the decoupled resonance frequency ω0 = 142.5 THz. The unknown constants

hT,Land eT,L can be obtained by fitting Eq. 6.11 to the simulation and measurement

results. From Fig. 6.8(b,c), in general, it can be seen that the Lagrangian results in Eq. 6.11

fits well the simulated and measured results. A small deviation of the measurement

results from the simulation and Lagrangian results is seen in Fig. 6.8(c) due to an

inherent Poisson ratio variation along the y-direction (Gutruf et al. 2015), which affects

the x-polarisation results stronger since the dominant transverse coupling is along

the y-direction. Figure 6.8(d) presents the simulated and Lagrangian model results

for square unit cells with ax = ay. The simulated unit cell size ranges from 190 nm,

where the resonators touch each other, to 1060 nm. It is seen the Lagrangian model

results have a good agreement with the simulated results for moderate unit cell sizes

ranging from 350 nm to 600 nm. The divergence in the results for smaller unit cells

is because the DRs (dipoles) have a finite size, and are not infinitesimally small as

assumed in the theoretical model. The limited Lagrangian model accuracy for larger

unit cells is mainly because the assumption of near-field interactions in Eq. 6.9 is no

longer valid. The coupling coefficients as a function of the unit cell size are plotted in

Fig. 6.9 for the case of square unit cells. It is seen that the transverse electric coupling is

significantly stronger than the longitudinal electric coupling, while for the magnetic
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field couplings, the longitudinal and the transverse coupling strengths are similar and

relatively weak. Overall, the electric coupling dominates the near-field interactions of

DRs in their electric dipole mode. In effect, the dominant transverse electric coupling

results in a clear redshift, when the array is stretched in the direction perpendicular to

the polarisation. On the other hand, the resonance undergoes a relatively small blueshift

when the strain is applied along the polarisation direction. This quantitative finding

sheds light on the dominant coupling mechanism and allows further optimisation of

the DR array for maximum tunability.

6.6 Conclusion

This Chapter has presented a mechanically tunable all-dielectric metasurface made of a

uniform array of TiO2 cylindrical resonators embedded in an elastomeric PDMS matrix.

Subject to the uniaxial strain, the array has shown a clear resonance shift towards longer

wavelengths for the polarisation perpendicular to the strain direction and towards

shorter wavelengths for the excitation polarised along the strain direction. With only 6%

applied strain, the measured resonance peak shifts 5.08% to red and 0.96% to blue from

the base resonance wavelength under different polarisations. This spectral behavior

of the TiO2 resonators has been well predicted with mechanical and electromagnetic

FEM modelling. The Lagrangian model has provided an accurate near-field analysis

and revealed quantitatively the dominant transverse E-field coupling mechanism in

the optical DR array. This work has demonstrated an approach to effectively tuning

the resonance in all-dielectric low-loss metasurfaces, which suggested a building block

for high-efficiency optical devices. The design and analysis provide fundamental

understanding on the coupling mechanism of metasurfaces designed with DRs and

pave the way for next generation photonic systems.
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Chapter 7

Dielectric Resonator
Metasurfaces for Selective

Thermal Emission

I
N this chapter, two designs of metasurfaces for selective thermal

emission are proposed and experimentally validated. The designs

are based on arrays of metal-loaded dielectric resonators operating

at mid-infrared frequencies. The first design demonstrates stable thermal

emission at a wavelength of around 8 µm across a wide temperature range.

The second design demonstrates strong selective emission from 8 to 13 µm,

which is suitable for realising the functionality of radiative cooling. Since

the designs are silicon-based, they can be readily integrated with current

integrated photonic platforms.
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7.1 Introduction

The physical process of thermal radiation is best understood from the concept of black-

body radiation. A blackbody is an idealised physical body that absorbs all incident

electromagnetic waves, while its radiation, described by Planck’s law, is solely de-

termined by its temperature (Planck 1901). In reality, however, an ideal blackbody

does not exist and most objects only have finite absorptivity. The electromagnetic

absorptivity of an object can be highly affected by its structure, surface, and material

composition. According to Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation, at thermal equilibrium,

the angular and frequency-dependent emissivity of an object is equal to its angular

and frequency-dependent absorptivity (Kirchhoff 1860, Schuller et al. 2009). Therefore,

thermal radiation properties of objects can be engineered by designing and structuring

their surfaces at micro/nano-scale (Fu and Zhang 2009).

So far, various nanostructures have been demonstrated for selective thermal emis-

sion at infrared (IR) frequencies, where objects at room temperature or higher (up to

3000 K) have their blackbody radiation spectral peak. Among these IR emitters, a

number of reported designs are based on photonic crystals (PhCs) (Nagpal et al. 2008,

Celanovic et al. 2008, Rinnerbauer et al. 2013). PhCs can demonstrate large bandgaps and

allow outstanding control of density of states at IR frequencies, which can be adopted

for high absorption (and so emission) at desired wavelengths. Generally, wide-band

PhC-based thermal emitters (Fleming et al. 2002) are applied to energy harvesting, for

example in thermophotovoltaics (TPVs) (Basu et al. 2007, Bermel et al. 2010), while

narrow-band highly-directional thermal emitters are used as infrared light sources for

sensing applications (Pralle et al. 2002, Chan et al. 2006, Inoue et al. 2013).

In recent years, selective thermal emission using planar surface structures has at-

tracted extensive research interests. Grating-based optical antennas (Greffet et al. 2002,

Schuller et al. 2009, Klein et al. 2008, Puscasu and Schaich 2008) were firstly studied, and

have been demonstrated for coherent thermal radiation in the far-field. The coherent

emission is mainly created by the decoupling of surface resonance modes, such as

surface phonon polaritons, via gratings. Frequency selective surfaces (Puscasu et al.

2002, Ginn et al. 2010) and metamaterials (Mason et al. 2011, Liu et al. 2011, Guo and

Jacob 2013, Costantini et al. 2015) have also been applied to realise thermal emitters.

Compared to PhCs, metamaterials can support both local resonances and lattice reso-

nances, which add design flexibility to achieve desired emitting wavelengths, band-

widths, and emission angle spans. With these advantages, metamaterials have been
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demonstrated for both ultra-wideband, wide-angle emitters (Argyropoulos et al. 2013)

and narrow-band, highly directional emitters (Costantini et al. 2015).

The possibility of realising selective thermal emission at desired wavelengths opens

new perspectives towards a number of promising applications. Apart from the afore-

mentioned TPV emitters and IR light sources, another important application is related

to passive radiative cooling (Rephaeli et al. 2013, Hossain et al. 2015, Hossain and

Gu 2016, Chen et al. 2016). A high emissivity with an wide angle in the wavelength

range from 8 to 13 µm matches a major atmospheric window in the mid-IR range. As

such, a thermal emitter can maximise its net heat emission, and can potentially cool an

object to a temperature a few to tens of degrees lower than the ambient temperature.

In this chapter, a type of metal-loaded dielectric resonator (DR) metasurfaces is proposed

for selective thermal emission. The metal-loaded DRs are fabricated by deep reactive-

ion etching (DRIE) on phosphorous-doped silicon wafers (sourced from Sil’tronix),

whose optical properties are analysed in Section 7.2. It is noted here that doped-silicon

is not a unique solution, while other semiconductors with similar temperature-stable

optical properties can also be adopted. The etched patterns are then coated with a thin

silver layer (noting that the conducting layer can also be made of other metals such as

gold or aluminium) for blocking absorption at wavelengths that are not on resonance.

Two metasurfaces based on metal-loaded DRs are proposed in this Chapter. Section 7.3

presents the first design that demonstrates a stable single emission peak at nearly 8 µm

when the sample temperature changes from 300 K to 900 K. As a demonstration of

possible applications, Section 7.4 presents the second thermal emission metasurface for

radiative cooling. This metasurface is designed with two identical rectangular silicon DR

arrays oriented orthogonally to each other to allow operation at arbitrary polarisation

states. The cooling efficiency analysis shows a high cooling power at room temperature.

There are several prominent advantages of this type of thermal emitters. Firstly, as the

proposed designs are based on silicon, they are readily available at a low cost, and can

be conveniently integrated with current silicon-based integrated photonic platforms.

Secondly, due to the micro-scale feature sizes and structure simplicity, the fabrication

complexity is largely reduced and the incurred costs are low. Such emitters could

alternatively be fabricated over a large area by deep- or extreme-UV photolithography,

or nano-imprint lithography (NIL). These advantages suggest that the emitters can be

potentially commercialised and manufactured at an industrial scale.
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7.2 Optical properties of the doped silicon

As previously mentioned, the proposed metasurfaces are made by etching phosphorous-

doped n-type silicon wafers. Doped-silicon is preferred since intrinsic silicon being

loss-free at IR frequencies can hardly be used for achieving a high absorption with a

desired bandwidth. By changing the dopant concentration, the optical properties of

semiconductors can be precisely controlled. The frequency-dependent refractive indices

of the selected doped-silicon wafer was measured with an IR ellipsometer at room

temperature. The measured results are elaborated in Section B.2 of Appendix B and

the corresponding Drude-fitted permittivities at 300 K are presented as red curves in

Fig. 7.1. Based on the Drude-fitted results, the carrier concentration of the silicon wafer

can be estimated as n0 = 7.7× 1018 cm−3, resulting in a calculated electron mobility

µe = 122 cm2/(V·s) and a DC resistivity ρdc = 0.0066 Ω·cm (Baccarani and Ostoja 1975).

The calculated plasma frequency of the silicon wafer is fp = 48.862 THz and the collision

frequency γ = 8.806 THz.

Our ellipsometry setup can operate only at room temperature. However, for practical

applications it is necessary to understand the impact of temperature on the optical

Figure 7.1. Drude-based permittivities of the purchased doped-silicon from 300 K to 900 K.
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Figure 7.2. Electrical properties of silicon from 300 K to 900 K. The red curve presents the

measured resistivity of a phosphorous-doped silicon (n0 = 7.8× 1018 cm−3) reported by Chapman et al.

(1963). The blue curve shows the intrinsic carrier concentration of silicon varying with the temperature

according to Neudeck et al. (2002).

properties of the doped-silicon wafer. Therefore, the temperature impact is determined

from theoretical analysis. Temperature changes mainly affect the carrier concentra-

tion n0 and electron mobility µe. It is known that n0 consists of the intrinsic carriers

concentration ni and donor concentration nd. The value of nd is determined by the

doping process and generally is not affected by temperature variations. In contrast,

the value of intrinsic ni can increase dramatically as the silicon temperature rises. The

blue curve in Fig. 7.2 illustrates ni of intrinsic silicon varying with its temperature

(Neudeck et al. 2002). It is observed that ni is at around 1010 cm−3 at 300 K, eight

orders of magnitude lower than n0 of the considered silicon wafer. Even up to 900 K,

ni is still an order of magnitude lower than n0 of the selected wafer. Therefore, the

variation in ni can be considered to have no effect on n0 from 300 K to 900 K. On the

other hand, the temperature impact on the electron mobility µe is significant. With

increasing temperature, the phonon concentration increases, resulting in a stronger

lattice scattering of conduction electrons that can largely decrease µe (Cardona and

Peter 2005). An accurate value of µe can be evaluated via the silicon DC resistivity via

µe = σdc/(en0) = 1/(enρdc), where σdc is the DC-conductivity and e is the elementary

charge. The red curve in Fig. 7.2 presents the measured ρdc of a phosphorous-doped

silicon (based on a value of n0 = 7.8× 1018 cm−3, very close to n0 of the selected wafer

for this design) versus temperature by Chapman et al. (1963). As n0 is unchanged with

temperature, µe is simply inversely proportional to ρdc. The collision frequency γ is also

readily known from n0 and µe. Another influence of temperature rise is that the silicon

effective mass me can also increase, thereby decreasing the plasma frequency. However,
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as the increment in me is not significant (Green 1990), the variation in fp is neglected.

Based on the analysis above, the Drude-based permittivities of the selected silicon

wafer at different temperatures are presented in Fig. 7.1. In general, the variation in the

phosphorous-doped silicon permittivities is not significant above 20 THz. It suggests

that the proposed emitters could have stable performance across a wide temperature

range at mid-IR frequencies. It is worth to mention that silicon has a melting point of

1687 K, which prohibits the use of the proposed emitter at very high temperature.

7.3 Selective thermal emission

With the obtained Drude-based permittivity of the selected silicon, a narrow-band

selective thermal emission metasurface is designed, and its performance at different

temperatures is examined with simulations. This first design is proposed for discussing

the operation principle of the metal-loaded DRs, while a further design is presented

in Section 7.4 for realising the practical functionality of radiative cooling. Figure 7.3

presents the unit-cell for the emission metasurface together with its simulated absorptiv-

ity (or emissivity) spectra from 300 K to 900 K. The optical simulation is performed with

the frequency-domain solver of CST Microwave Studio, using the unit cell boundary

conditions and Floquet excitation ports. Due to the four-fold symmetry, the design is

polarisation-independent. However, for the discussion, the design is simulated with

an arbitrarily chosen x-polarised normally-incident excitation. As shown in Fig. 7.3(a),

the simulated absorption spectra from 300 K to 900 K are almost identical, with only a

negligible redshift of the resonance peak from 7.83 µm to 7.89 µm, and a slight decrease

of the corresponding Q-factor. The stable absorption spectra are expected due to the

insignificant change of silicon permittivities with the varying temperature.

Figure 7.3(b,c) illustrates the E-field and H-field distributions of the absorption peak at

300 K. The silver coating is distributed on two different levels separated by the DR’s

height, creating a gap for virtual magnetic currents. It is seen that the metal-loaded

DR resonates as horizontal magnetic dipole with H-field oscillating in the DR centre

while E-field concentrating at the gap between the two silver levels. When the DR is

on resonance, the resonant fields can extend into the silicon substrate where they are

dissipated because of the intrinsically lossy nature of the material. In the considered

frequency and temperature range, the skin-depth of the silicon wafer is less than 90 µm,

which suggests the minimum wafer thickness that is required in the fabrication to
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Figure 7.3. Selective thermal emitter and simulation results. (a) Simulated power absorption

(or emission) spectra of the designed selective thermal emitter from 300 K to 900 K. A normally-

incident excitation with E-field polarised along the x-direction is given. The inset illustrates the

unit-cell with parameters: a = 5.5 µm, d = 1.64 µm, and g = 1.5 µm. The coated silver layer is

100 nm thick. The thickness of silicon is assumed to be infinite in the z-direction in simulation. (b-c)

Simulated E-field and H-field of the resonance peak at 7.83 µm on the x-z and the y-z cross-sections

respectively.

block transmission. It is also revealed in the simulation that at the absorption peak, on

average around 80% of the incident power is dissipated inside the silicon while the rest

is dissipated in the silver. This in turn suggests that most of the emitted power will also

come from silicon.
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7.4 Radiative cooling

In this Section, an advanced thermal emission metasurface with selective spectral

absorption is demonstrated for realising the functionality of radiative cooling. The

general principle of radiative cooling is discussed in the first part. Then the specific

design of the radiative cooling metasurface is presented and its cooling efficiency is

analysed according to both simulated and measured results.

7.4.1 Principle of radiative cooling

For a radiative cooling structure, the net cooling power, taking all the heat exchange

processes into account, can be defined as (Rephaeli et al. 2013):

Pnet = Pr − Pa − Pnonrad − Psun, (7.1)

where

Pr = 2π
∫ π/2

0
sin θ cos θ

∫ ∞

0
UB(Tr, λ)er(λ, θ)dλdθ, (7.2)

is the radiative power emitted by the cooling structure and

Pa = 2π
∫ π/2

0
sin θ cos θ

∫ ∞

0
UB(Ta, λ)er(λ, θ)ea(λ, θ)dλdθ, (7.3)

is the amount of the incident atmospheric radiation absorbed by the cooling structure.

The angle θ defines the emission direction with respect to the normal direction of the

radiative cooling structure surface, which usually faces the zenith direction. The term

UB(T, λ) =
2hc2

λ5
1

ehc/λkBT − 1
, (7.4)

is the spectral radiance of a blackbody at any temperature T according to Planck’s law

(Planck 1901), where h is the Planck’s constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, c is the

speed of light in vacuum, and λ is the wavelength. er and ea are the emissivities of the

cooling structure and the ambient atmosphere respectively. According to Kirchhoff’s

law of thermal radiation (Kirchhoff 1860), er can be defined as the absorptivity of the

radiative cooling structure at thermal equilibrium. The angle dependent emissivity of

the atmosphere can be calculated by ea = 1− t(λ)1/ cos θ (Granqvist and Hjortsberg 1981),

where t(λ) is the atmospheric transmittance in the zenith direction. Tr and Ta denote

the temperature of the cooling structure and the surrounding air respectively.
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The third term Pnonrad on the right-hand side of Eq. 7.1 represents the non-radiative

heat exchange (i.e. heat conduction and heat convection) between the cooling structure

and its environment. Thus Pnonrad can be expressed as:

Pnonrad = q(Ta − Tr), (7.5)

where q = qcond + qconv is the heat exchange coefficient combining contributions from

conduction and convection. Metals and silicon are efficient thermal conductors. There-

fore, without heat insulation, the non-radiative heat exchange can easily ruin any cooling

performance. Quite often, in reported radiative cooling designs (Rephaeli et al. 2013, Hos-

sain et al. 2015), IR-transparent polyethylene films and polystyrene foams are used as

heat insulators. In those cases, a polyethylene films was fixed to the emitting side

of the thermal emitter with a small air gap, for suppressing heat convection, while a

polystyrene foam was attached to the back side of the cooling structure for reducing

heat conduction. However, in practice, the cooling structure should be directly attached

to the object that need to be cooled. With heat insulation, the value of q can be limited

to a range between 1.0 and 6.9 W/(m2·K) (Hossain and Gu 2016).

The last term Psum on the right-hand side of of Eq. 7.1 expresses the solar input power,

which is calculated as:

Psun =
∫ ∞

0
Ar(λ)IAM1.5(λ)dλ, (7.6)

where Ar(λ) is the absorptivity of the cooling structure at the sun light incidence

angle. IAM1.5(λ) is the global tilt solar spectrum with an irradiance of 964 W/m2

(Rephaeli et al. 2013). Usually an IR-transparent solar reflector is also integrated at the

top of cooling structures to reflect as much as 97% of the input solar power (Rephaeli et al.

2013, Hossain and Gu 2016). In the present design, the 3% absorption of solar irradiance,

which is 27 W/m2 according to Eq. 7.6, is adopted in the daytime cooling efficiency

analysis.

7.4.2 Design and simulation

Figure 7.4(a) presents the unit-cell of the proposed radiative cooling metasurface. As

shown, the substrate and DRs are made of the phosphorous-doped n-type silicon coated

with a 100 nm silver layer. Two identical rectangular DRs are included in one unit-cell,

however with orthogonal orientation to each other. As discussed in Section 7.3, a single

DR can support horizontal magnetic dipole resonances along either its long side or
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the short side, depending on the polarisation of the incident waves. In this case, it is

to expect that two resonances will occur at different wavelengths. With the present

arrangement, due to the orthogonally orientated DRs, the absorption spectrum of the

metasurface is polarisation-independent. Fine-tuning of the dimensions can result in a

high-absorption band that matches the main atmospheric transmission window from

8 to 13 µm, and thus makes the design suitable for radiative cooling. Figure 7.5(a)

shows the simulated absorptivity (or emissivity) under a normally incident excita-

tion, with a background gray plot presenting the atmosphere transmission spectrum

(Gemini Observatory 1992) for comparison. The simulation is performed with the

frequency-domain solver of CST Microwave Studio, employing the unit-cell boundaries

and Floquet excitation ports. Two absorption peaks are observed at 8.8 µm and 11.3 µm,

corresponding to resonances along the short and long sides of the DRs respectively.

They form an absorption band generally covering the atmospheric window from 8 to

13 µm. The slightly lower absorption between the two peaks matches the low trans-

mission dip at 9.6 µm. Another absorption peak at around 5 µm, which corresponds to

the third-order DR resonance, matches another relatively narrow atmospheric window.

The angular-dependent emissivity is critical for the cooling performance. Therefore,

the absorptivity the angles ranging from 0 to 90◦ has been simulated with the result

Figure 7.4. Radiative cooling metasurface. (a) The unit-cell of the radiative cooling metasurface

is presented with parameters: a = 6.9 µm, l = 2.3 µm, w = 1.55 µm, and g = 1.5 µm. The coated

silver layer is 100 nm. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of the fabricated sample.
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Figure 7.5. Simulated absorptivity (emissivity) of the radiative cooling metasurface. (a)

Simulated absorptivity (blue curve) under a normally incident excitation polarised along x-direction.

The gray background presents the atmospheric transmission for comparison (Gemini Observatory 1992).

(b) Simulated angular-dependent absorptivity (emissivity) of the proposed radiative cooling metasurface.

The result is the averaged absorptivity of the simulated absorptivities under TE- and TM-polarised

excitations.

presented in Fig. 7.5(b). The result is obtained by arithmetically averaging the simulated

absorptivities under TE and TM-polarised excitations, so as to approximate an unpo-

larised thermal emission. In general, the angular absorption/emission spectrum shows

a wide emission angle within the main atmosphere window. Outside of the atmosphere

window, the absorption is generally low for all incident angles. This result ensures an

efficient and stable radiative cooling performance. In simulation, it is found that the

radiative cooling metasurface design demonstrates around 90% reflectivity at visible
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frequencies. Although the visible-light absorbtivity is only around 10%, the correspond-

ing solar input power can easily undermine the cooling performance. Therefore, a solar

reflector is required above the structure (Rephaeli et al. 2013, Hossain and Gu 2016),

In this way, only a 3% absorption of the solar input is considered in the analysis of

day-time cooling performance.

7.4.3 Fabrication and measurement

A radiative cooling sample is fabricated with electron beam lithography (EBL) for

demonstration and testing purposes. The nanofabrication of the metasurface pattern

starts with the preparation of the 500 µm thick silicon wafer. The silicon wafer is firstly

cleaned with acetone and isopropanol, and dried with high purity, compressed nitrogen.

After baking at 120 ◦C for 10 min for dehydration, the wafer is spin-coated with 200 nm

PMMA A4 electron beam resist, and subsequently soft-baked on a hotplate at 170 ◦C

for 5 min. Then the coated wafer is ready for EBL, which is performed by using the

Vistec EBPG5000Plus system. After that, 5 nm chromium (Cr) and 25 nm nickel (Ni) are

deposited onto the sample with an electron-beam (e-beam) evaporator (Kurt J. Lesker).

Then a lift-off process is performed to form a hard Cr/Ni mask for the following dry

etching step. The plasma-enhanced deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) is then performed

using SF6/CHF3 gases (Oxford PlasmaPro 100), resulting an etching depth of 1.5 µm

with vertical walls. The Cr/Ni hard mask residual is then removed with a Cr and Ni

etching solvent. After cleaning the sample, the pattern is deposited with a 100 nm

silver layer with e-beam evaporation (Kurt J. Lesker), configured to ensure line-of-sight

deposition. This results in two planar silver layers without covering the side walls

of resonators. Figure 7.4(b) shows the scanning electron micrograph of the fabricated

sample.

The reflectance of the fabricated sample is measured with Fourier transform infrared

microscopy (FTIR, Bruker VERTEX 70 and Hyperion 2000 microscope). The wavelength

range of the measurement is from 600 to 3000 cm−1 (3.33 to 16.67 µm) with a spectral

resolution of 8 cm−1. The reflective 36×, NA 0.5 objective provides a hollow light cone,

thereby limiting the incidence angle range from 15◦ to 30◦. The incident excitation is

unpolarised and a clean, flat and empty area on the sample (silver surface) is used as

the background reference. Figure 7.6(a) presents the measured power absorptivity (or

emissivity) spectrum, calculated via A = 1− R, where A denotes the absorptivity and

R is the measured reflectance of the radiative cooling sample. It is observed in Fig. 7.6(a)
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Figure 7.6. Measured power absorptivity of the fabricated radiative cooling sample. (a)

Measured absorptivity of the fabricated radiative cooling sample. The magenta dashed line is the

coupled mode theory (CMT) model (N = 2) fitted to the measured result according to Eq. 5.1.

For the peak at around 9 µm, Qa1 = 18.5 and Qr1 = 5.4. For the peak at 11.8 µm, Qa2 = 9.4

and Qr2 = 3.9. The light-green shading from 4 to 6.9 µm denotes the wavelength range where

measurement inaccuracy is caused by the diffracted power loss. (b) The extrapolated angular-

dependent absorptivity calculated by fitting the measured result into the Lambertian cosine profile

(Smith 1966).

that the measured absorptivity matches reasonably well with the simulated result at

wavelength above 7 µm. However, towards the shorter wavelength shaded by light

green, although the measured peak is at the same wavelength as the simulated peak,

the measured absorptivity is significantly higher. This high absorption is most likely

caused by power loss via diffraction as well as excitations of asymmetric modes. As
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the designed metasurface has a periodicity of 6.9 µm, higher-order diffractions can

occur in the shaded wavelength range. The reflection measurement only captures the

reflected power in the angle between 15◦ to 30◦, which leads to a certain amount of

diffracted power not being collected. Therefore, the measured absorption in the shaded

range is artificially increased. For wavelength longer than 16.7 µm, which is outside the

measurement range, the absorption spectrum is extrapolated as the magenta dashed

line by using a coupled-mode-theory model fitting to the measurement result according

to Eq. 5.1. The error in the following cooling efficiency analysis with this extrapolated

absorptivity is expected to be insignificant.

For further cooling efficiency analysis, it is also necessary to know the angular-dependent

absorptivity. As the measurement can only be performed from 15◦ to 30◦, the full angle

absorptivity has to be extrapolated with a reasonable model. In this case, a Lambertian

cosine scattering surface (Smith 1966) is assumed for modelling the full angle absorp-

tivity from 0◦ to 90◦. The corresponding result is shown in Fig. 7.6(b). Comparing

to the simulated angular-dependent absorptivity in Fig. 7.5(b), the major difference is

that the measurement-based result shows a high absorptivity in the short wavelength

range below 7 µm, which has been explained with the diffracted power loss. For the

measurement-based angular absorptivity in the major IR atmospheric window, the

absorption angle is wider for the peak at 8.8 µm, but narrower for the peak at 11.3 µm,

than the corresponding simulation results. Therefore, the cooling performance of the

fabricated sample is expected to be similar to that of the simulated design.

7.4.4 Cooling efficiency analysis

Based on the discussions and results presented in the previous sections, the cooling

efficiency of the proposed metasurface can be analysed. Both the cooling performances

based on the simulation and the measurement are calculated in this section. In the

analysis, IR-transparent heat insulators and solar reflectors (wavelength up to 4 µm)

are assumed to be integrated into the cooling device. Accordingly, the value of q in

Eq. 7.5 is assumed to be within 6.9 W/m2/K (Hossain and Gu 2016) and the solar input

power is taken as 27 W/m2. For Pr and Pa calculations, a wavelength ranging from 4

to 28 µm is considered. For wavelengths shorter than 4 µm, the blackbody radiation

approaches zero, and the integrated solar reflector results in a minimum heat exchange.

Therefore, the calculation error from neglecting shorter wavelengths is negligible. For

wavelengths longer than 28 µm, the atmosphere transmission data is not available from
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Figure 7.7. Calculated cooling power at night-time and daytime based on the simulation.

q represents the combined heat exchange coefficient. Values of 1.0, 3.0, and 6.9 for q is used in

calculation. For daytime calculation, a 3% solar power absorption is considered in the calculation. Ta

is considered as room temperature of 300 K.

accessible databases. Considering that the blackbody radiation at room temperature

is also very limited, and the simulated absorption for the cooling metasurface is less

than 8% at wavelength beyond 28 µm, the calculation error from ignoring longer

wavelengths can also be neglected. Figure 7.7(a,b) presents the calculated cooling power

at night-time and daytime respectively based on the simulated results. Ta is taken

as 300 K in both cases. As shown in Fig. 7.7(a), the blue line shows the ideal cooling

condition where no non-radiative heat exchange occurs. In this case, a maximum

cooling power of 104.5 W/m2 can be achieved. From the curves, it can be seen that

due to the efficient heat emission, the metasurface temperature Tr decreases. This in

turn leads to a weaker blackbody radiation from the radiative cooler. Thereby, the

cooling power reduces as Tr decreases, and finally reaches zero, namely the thermal
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Figure 7.8. Calculated cooling power at night-time and daytime based on the measurement.

q represents the combined heat exchange coefficient. Values of 1.0, 3.0, and 6.9 for q is used in

calculation. For daytime calculation, a 3% solar power absorption is considered in the calculation. Ta

is considered as room temperature of 300 K.

equilibrium temperature. For night-time cooling, by considering the maximum non-

radiative heat exchange, the cooling metasurface can create a minimum temperature

of 11.14 K below the ambient temperature at thermal equilibrium. While for daytime

operation, considering all heat exchanges, the minimum temperature difference is 8.25 K

at thermal equilibrium. Similar results are also obtained in the cooling power calculation

based on the measurement modelled with a Lambertian profile. Figure 7.8(a,b) presents

the corresponding calculated cooling power at night-time and daytime respectively.

In this case, a maximum net cooling power of 95.84 W/m2 is achieved. However,

considering the measured artificial high absorption at shorter wavelengths, the real

cooling power is expected to be higher. For night-time cooling, by considering the

maximum non-radiative heat exchange of 6.9 W/m2/K, the cooling metasurface can
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create a minimum temperature decrease of 10.29 K below the ambient temperature at

thermal equilibrium. While for daytime operation, considering all heat exchanges, the

minimum temperature decrease is 7.36 K at thermal equilibrium.

7.5 Conclusion

This chapter has proposed and validated a type of metasurface made of metal-loaded

DRs for selective thermal emission. This metal-loaded DRs can be conveniently created

by etching doped silicon wafers before coating them with a thin metallic layer. Two

selective thermal emission metasurfaces have been proposed. The first design consists

of a uniform array of cylindrical metal-loaded DRs, and has shown a temperature-stable

emission peak at around 8 µm from 300 K to 900 K. The second design has its emissivity

matched with an atmospheric window. The design has been fabricated for realising

the functionality of radiative cooling. Under a practically accepted heat insulation

assumption, the cooling efficiency has been analysed based on simulated and measured

results. From the simulation-based analysis of the cooling ability, the minimum temper-

ature decrease is 11.14 K and 8.25 K at thermal equilibrium for night-time and daytime

operations, respectively. From the corresponding measurement based analysis, the min-

imum temperature decrease is 10.29 K and 7.36 K at thermal equilibrium for night-time

and daytime operations, respectively. The introduced thermal emission metasurface

topology has several prominent advantages. From the perspective of fabrication, the

proposed structure is simple and the material and fabrication cost is low compared to

aforementioned multi-layer metamaterial structures (Rephaeli et al. 2013, Hossain and

Gu 2016). With deep-UV photolithography or nano-imprint lithography, the structure

can be fabricated on a large area at industrial manufacture scale. From application

perspective, the design can be easily integrated with silicon photonic platforms and can

be applied to renewable energy, thermal emission control, or IR-sensing.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Outlook

T
HIS Chapter concludes the thesis by firstly summarising the major

results and findings of each chapter. Then, an outlook for the future

research on optical dielectric resonators and dielectric metasurfaces

is presented.
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8.1 Thesis summary

Optical metasurfaces are widely seen with tangible potential as the first kind of optical

metamaterials to be realisable for real-world applications. By integrating low-loss

dielectric resonators (DRs) that can support multi-order Mie resonances with optical

metasurfaces, the achieved dielectric metasurfaces can operate with higher efficiency

than their metallic counterparts. Moreover, a number of functionalities based on the

specificities of Mie resonances, especially magnetic resonances, can be realised. The

research in this thesis has explored the application of subwavelength DRs to optical

metasurfaces for achieving highly-efficient designs with various functionalities. The

major outcomes include two parts: the first part is based on theoretical studies of

nano-scale DRs at visible light frequencies, while the second part includes three optical

dielectric metasurface designs. These achievements are summarised in the following.

8.1.1 Part I: Theoretical studies

In Chapter 3, the resonance properties of nano-scale DRs on a metallic substrate at

visible frequencies have been analysed. The analysis mainly revealed that two types of

resonance breakdown can occur. The first type of resonance breakdown is commonly

seen in DRs with very low permittivities, where incident electromagnetic energy can

hardly resonate in the DR structure because of the low contrast at the DR boundary.

On the other hand, the second type of resonance breakdown occurs specifically in the

optical domain for DRs with high permittivities, when the real part of the permittivity

of a DR negatively matches with that of the DR’s metal substrate. In this particular

case, the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) wavelength is be extremely short at the DR-

metal interface, the plasmonic loss is extremely high, and the electric field becomes

de-polarised. For permittivities in between these two extremes, DRs can resonate in

their horizontal magnetic dipole mode. By varying its size, a DR can be designed to

demonstrate different reflected magnitude and a range of 2π phase responses. The

analysis was verified with full-wave simulations, validating that DRs with permittiv-

ities from low to high values on a silver surface can be excited by normally incident

electromagnetic waves at 622 nm. Importantly, the simulation results demonstrated all

predicted phenomena, as the permittivity of the DR increased from low to high values,

i.e. low-permittivity resonance breakdown, efficient horizontal magnetic dipole reso-

nance, higher-order mode resonance, and negatively-matched resonance breakdown.
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Furthermore, it was proposed that the negatively matched resonance breakdown can

be mitigated by inserting a low-permittivity thin dielectric layer between the DR and

its metallic substrate. This study suggested limited choices of the DR permittivity for

optimal operations, which is important for designing metallo-dielectric nanostructures

at optical frequencies.

Chapter 4 has extended the idea of DR-based SPP coupling and has proposed to use

non-uniform arrays of cylindrical DRs for unidirectional SPP launching. Non-uniform

arrays of DRs can create SPP phase gradients along metallic surfaces and thus realise

SPP unidirectional launching by manipulating SPPs interferences. Such a launcher can

reduce plasmonic losses from SPP couplers themselves. The first part of the chapter

looked into determining optimal SPP launching conditions to maximise the coupling

efficiency from free-space waves into unidirectional propagating SPPs. By comparing

the principles of unidirectional SPP launching and diffraction, it was theoretically

concluded that optimal SPP launching occurred along the zeroth-order launching lines

located in a so-called non-deflection zone, where the first-order diffraction cannot

occur. Moreover, this optimal launching condition was further examined with a linear

array model for both infinite-size and finite-size arrays scenarios, also including SPP

propagation loss. The analysis showed that the optimal SPP launching can only be

achieved along the SPP launching lines for both finite-size and infinite-size arrays.

However, for finite-size array, the SPP launched power into the opposite direction is not

strictly zero, but is approaching zero when array sizes are large. When considering the

propagation loss, the analysis showed that the launched power would saturate when

arrays are large enough. Finally, the DR-based launcher and the optimal launching

condition were verified with simulations by comparing the coupling efficiency of non-

uniform arrays in the deflection zone and non-deflection zone. The simulated examples

confirmed that the optimised SPP coupling efficiency can be 20% higher in the non-

deflection zone than that in the deflection zone. The analysis and simulation also

demonstrated conditions for constructing efficient optical reflectarrays and for SPP

standing waves.

8.1.2 Part II: Realisation of optical metasurfaces

Chapter 5 has experimentally demonstrated a narrowband plasmonic absorber based

on uniform arrays of cylindrical DRs on metallic substrates at 633 nm. The perfect

absorption relied on the SPP standing waves excited by the locally resonant nano-scale
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DRs. A sample of this design was fabricated with electron beam lithography and

the measurement showed maximum 90% absorption at 636 nm. Both simulation and

measurement results were analysed with coupled mode theory to model the absorption

and radiation losses based on estimated Q-factors. Further studies on the resonator

sizes, periodicity, and incident angles in relation to absorption performance were also

discussed.

In Chapter 6, a mechanically tunable visible-frequency DR metasurface has been ex-

perimentally demonstrated. The metasurface was fabricated by embedding an array

of nano-scale TiO2 DRs into a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer. In an optical

simulation, the unstrained DRs were excited to resonate as electric dipoles at 591 nm

under normally incident plane-wave excitations. The deformation of the metasurface

under a uniaxial strain was modelled by using finite-element mechanical simulations,

which demonstrated that the deformation of the PDMS encapsulation would not affect

the shape of the DRs. Based on the simulated unit-cell deformation data, the optical

response of the metasurface under an external strain was modelled with optical simula-

tion. When the uniaxial external strain to the PDMS encapsulation is along the electric

dipole direction, mainly the near-field longitudinal interactions among DRs is altered,

thereby causing a blue-shift of the resonance peak. In contrast, when applying a uniaxial

external strain to the PDMS encapsulation perpendicular to the electric dipole direction,

the near-field transverse interactions among DRs is mainly altered, resulting in a redshift

of the resonance peak. These resonance shifts were confirmed with measurements. With

a 6% deformation of the PDMS encapsulation along or perpendicular to the electric

dipole direction, the measured resonance peak blue-shifted 0.96% and redshifted 5.08%

respectively. These results were further rigorously analysed with a Lagrangian model

which confirmed that the alteration of near-field interactions amongst DRs led to the

resonance shifts and the traverse coupling of E-fields played the dominant role. Such

a design can be used as reconfiguration optical devices in integrated optics, and has

potentials for commercial application in smart contact lenses for filtering out unwanted

frequencies.

In Chapter 7, a novel concept of metasurfaces made of metal-loaded DRs has been

proposed for selective thermal emission. The metasurfaces were realised by etching a

depth of 1.5 µm on a phosphorous-doped silicon wafer before coating the structure with

a 100 nm silver layer. Two realisations of such selective thermal emission metasurfaces

have been presented in Chapter 7. The first metasurface, consisting of a uniform array
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of cylindrical metal-loaded DRs, demonstrated a temperature-stable thermal emission

peak at around 8 µm from 300 K to 900 K. The second metal-loaded DR metasurface,

made by two orthogonally oriented arrays of identical rectangular DRs, was designed

to realise the functionality of radiation cooling. A broadband power absorption (or

emission) was demonstrated from 8 to 13 µm, which matches the main atmospheric

window in the mid-infrared range. The cooling efficiency analysis showed a maximum

net cooling power of 95.84 W/m2 at room temperature based on the Lambertian-

modelled measured emissivity, as well as a minimum 10.29 K and 7.36 K temperature

decrease at thermal equilibrium for night-time and daytime operations respectively.

The proposed metasurfaces have the following advantages: (i) From the perspective of

fabrication, the proposed structure is simple and the material and incurred costs are

low compared to many other metamaterial structures. With deep-UV photolithography

or nano-imprint lithography, the structure can potentially be fabricated over a large

area at industrial manufacture scale. (ii) From applications’ perspective, the design can

be easily integrated with silicon photonic platforms and can be applied to renewable

energy, thermal emission control, and infrared-sensing.

8.2 Further work and outlook

8.2.1 Further work

Several important further studies based on the research in this thesis can be carried out

in the future, as detailed in the following:

• Uniform arrays of nano-scale DRs on metallic substrates can be excited to res-

onate as horizontal magnetic dipoles and demonstrate a range of 2π reflection

phase responses with varying DR size. However, for non-uniform arrays, the

inter-couplings among DRs add asymmetrical excitations to the DRs, resulting

in possible excitation of different resonance modes and unpredictable phase re-

sponses. As many metasurfaces are based on non-uniform arrays, the impact

from inter-resonator couplings is worth of further investigation. Based on such

understanding, methods to reduce coupling effects also require further research.

A potential solution is to introduce self-coupled resonators. For example, if a

unit-cell consists of two resonators (or resonances) that are strongly coupled to

each other, then the impacts from inter-cell couplings can be significant reduced.
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This technique has been adopted in an achromatic flat lens design by Khorasanine-

jad et al. (2015). By using this technique, however, preventing mode hybridisations

in the operation bandwidth in a unit-cell becomes critical.

• DR-based unidirectional SPP launchers need to be fabricated and experimentally

demonstrated. The main reason to the absent experimental demonstration of this

design was a limited access to fabrication facilities and lack of dedicated optical

characterisation systems for this particular geometry. In the near future, several

prototype designs are planned, and contacts were made for possible measurements

with collaborators. Unfortunately, the timeline of this endeavour is beyond the

time of my PhD candidature.

• The type of single-peak thermal emitters proposed in Section 7.2 is worthy of

being fabricated and measured. New designs may use other semiconductor and

metal materials, and operate at different wavelengths with proper bandwidths.

Temperature-dependent absorption or emission measurements should be carried

out to fully verify the concept.

8.2.2 Outlook

In the past few years, significant research efforts have been invested in optical dielectric

metasurfaces in areas such as flat optics (Kamali et al. 2016a, Khorasaninejad et al. 2016),

active and tunable devices (Sautter et al. 2015, Gutruf et al. 2016), and sub-diffraction

sensors based on field enhancement (Albella et al. 2014). Many challenges remains

unsolved on these topics, while new research areas for nano-scale DRs can be explored.

This section describes my views on some of the research challenges and future prospects

of dielectric metasurfaces.

The first area of interest is on flat optics. Although hundreds of publications have

focused on this topic, there are still some critical issues requiring further investigations.

The initial idea to use nano-scale DRs in flat optical devices is to reduce the significant

Ohmic loss in metallic resonators, and thus achieve high efficiencies. However, due to

the nature of Mie resonances of DRs, dispersionless and achromatic designs such as

achromatic flat lenses, are difficult to achieve. A technique of dispersion compensation

(Khorasaninejad et al. 2015) has been proposed, which however, only works at a few

discrete wavelengths. Another research challenge in this area is to reduce non-Ohmic

power loss originated from scattering and diffraction, which have been seen as the
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major loss from dielectric metasurfaces measurements. From a broad view, flat optical

devices have shown strong potential for the next generation photonic communication

systems. To push towards this aim, research on tunable and active flat optical devices

with the ability to integrate with photonic platforms is worthy of further investigation.

Low-loss flexible materials (Gutruf et al. 2016), phase-change materials (Sautter et al.

2015, Krishnamoorthy et al. 2014), and semiconductors (Liu et al. 2016) can be further

studied.

Another research topic that I believe worthy of further efforts is on nonlinear dielec-

tric metasurfaces. Plasmonic nanostructures have been extensively investigated for

enhancing nonlinear optical process (Kauranen and Zayats 2012). Subwavelength

DRs that are intrinsically free from Ohmic loss can promise even higher efficiencies

for nonlinear optics. Several dielectric metasurfaces for third harmonic generations

(Shcherbakov et al. 2014, Shcherbakov et al. 2015a) or switching (Shcherbakov et al. 2015b)

have been preliminarily demonstrated. More investigations can focus on designs that

achieve higher conversion efficiency and on exploring dielectric materials with large

higher-order susceptibilities. Furthermore, these nonlinear dielectric metasurfaces can

be integrated with emitters (Bouchet et al. 2016) or waveguides, which can lead to

promising applications in integrated photonics and optoelectronics. In addition, dielec-

tric metasurfaces can be explored when combining with 2D materials that have large

nonlinear susceptibilities.

I also believe more research can be carried out on hybrid metal-dielectric optical meta-

surfaces (Guo et al. 2016) at optical frequencies. Plasmonic resonators have the ad-

vantages of strong field enhancement (Novotny and Van Hulst 2011), which is more

pronounced than that in nano-scale DRs. This makes them more suitable for sens-

ing and spectroscopy than optical DRs. However, for fluorescence and enhancement

of emission, the non-radiative plasmonic loss can significantly reduce the radiation

lifetime (Albella et al. 2014), as described by the Purcell factor (Purcell 1946). The

purpose of using the hybrid metal-dielectric structure is to balance the advantages

of both plasmonic and dielectric materials. For instance, in a hybrid metal-dielectric

metasurface, the strong resonant fields should be mainly constrained in the dielectric

part (Zou et al. 2013), while the areas requiring strong field enhancement can be covered

with metals. The hybrid metals and dielectric materials can be further explored in many

research topics such as nanoantennas, optical switching, and nano-emitters.
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Many DR metasurfaces are demonstrated to operate at near-infrared frequencies based

on silicon. To further push the research of DR metasurfaces forward in the visible

frequency range, low-loss and high refractive-index dielectric materials at visible fre-

quencies are of critical importance. However, one challenge is that the current visible-

light “material library” is small. The designs in this thesis are mainly based on TiO2.

Besides that, only a few other dielectric materials have been used in reported visible

DR metasurfaces. To expand the “material library”, one type of materials worth further

exploration includes semiconductors with bandgaps above visible frequencies, such

as gallium phosphide. Similarly, nanofabrication technology is also critical for visible

light metasurfaces. To achieve complicated functionalities and push nanostructure

devices towards real-world applications, nanofabrication technologies for larger sam-

ple size, higher geometrical accuracy, and larger shape aspect-ratio are desired, while

lowering the manufacture costs. Potentially, deep-UV photolithography and nano-

imprint lithography (NIL) can be adopted for large-sample at low-cost, as reported

in a few attempts (Spinelli et al. 2012, Bottein et al. 2017). Atomic layer deposition

(Khorasaninejad et al. 2016) and multi-cycle etching (Liu et al. 2013) have also been

demonstrated for high aspect-ratio and conformal visible frequency DR metasurfaces.

8.3 Concluding statement

Nano-scale DRs with the advantage of low optical loss and the ability to support multi-

order optical Mie resonances have shown remarkable ability to efficiently manipulate

light. In this thesis, I have presented both theoretical studies and realisations of nano-

scale DRs with high-efficiency, tunability and various functionalities. In addition,

related literature reviews of current research topics dedicated to dielectric metasurface

have been provided in each chapter. The recent years have seen significant research

interests and efforts on artificial nanostructures, enabling more precise control to and

wider range of applications of light-matter interactions at nano-scale. With further

advances in nanofabrication technology, material science, and fundamental research,

nanophotonic research will attract further interests and efforts. Meanwhile, pushing

nanophotonic research closer to real-world applications will improve our live quality

and benefit our society.
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Appendix A

Miscellaneous Relations

• The absorption and refraction of electromagnetic waves propagating in medium

can be described by the complex refractive index:

ñ = n + iκ, (A.1)

where n is the normal refractive index and κ is the extinction coefficient. The

frequency-dependent ñ(ω) and permittivity ε(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω) are related

as:

ñ(ω) = ε2(ω). (A.2)

The real and imaginary parts of ε(ω) can be expressed in terms of ñ(ω) as:

ε1(ω) = n2(ω)− κ2(ω), (A.3)

ε2(ω) = 2n(ω)κ(ω) (A.4)

On the contrary, the real and imaginary parts of ñ(ω) can be expressed in terms of

ε(ω) as:

n(ω) =
1√
2

√
ε1(ω) +

√
ε2

1(ω) + iε2
2(ω), (A.5)

κ(ω) =
1√
2

√
−ε1(ω) +

√
ε2

1(ω) + iε2
2(ω). (A.6)

• The absorption coefficient α and the extinction coefficient κ are used interchange-

ably and are related as:

α =
2κω

c
, (A.7)

where c is light velocity in vacuum.

• From Eq. A.7, the skin depth δ can be calculated as:

δ =
2
α
=

c
κω

. (A.8)
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• The conductivity σ(ω) and permittivity ε(ω) are related as:

ε(ω) = 1 +
iσ(ω)

ε0ω
, (A.9)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity.

• The wave impedance of electromagnetic waves in medium are calculated as:

Z =

√
jωµ

σ + jωε
, (A.10)

where µ is the magnetic permeability.
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Appendix B

Characterisation of the
Relevant Materials

B.1 Isotropic permittivity of TiO2

The measured isotropic permittivity of TiO2 (anatase) used in the mechanically tunable

dielectric resonator metasurface in Chapter 6 is presented. TiO2 actually has uniaxial

anisotropic permittivity. However, as the electric dipole resonance mode is excited

in DRs of this design, the E-field mainly responds to the planar-axis permittivity of

TiO2. Therefore, errors from using isotropic data are not expected to be significant. The

measurement is performed with F40-EXR by using unpolarised normally incident beam

on a flat 100 nm TiO2 thin film deposited on a intrinsic silicon wafer. Figure B.1 presents

the measured isotropic permittivity, which has little variation for at the wavelength

longer than 600 nm and almost no optical loss.

Figure B.1. Measured isotropic permittivity of TiO2 (anatase).
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B.2 Ellipsometry characterisation

The permittivity of phosphorus-doped silicon wafers adopted in Chapter 7 was charac-

terised with an infrared ellipsometer (J.A. Woollam, IR-VASE MARK II). The principle

of ellipsometry is to measure the complex ratio betwen the TM-polarised and the TE-

polarised complex reflectivities of the test sample. The complex ratio can be expressed

as:

ρ =
RTM

RTE
= tan ψ ei∆, (B.1)

where RTM and RTE denotes the TM-polarised and the TE-polarised complex reflectiv-

ities respectively. The tangent of ψ denotes the magnitude ratio while ∆ denotes the

phase difference. A Drude-based dielectric function is adopted to fit the measured data

by calculating the reflectivity ratio according to Fresnel’s equation (Jackson 1999). The

measured and fitted results are presented as the follow:

Figure B.2. Ellipsometry measurement results. (a) The magnitude ratio between the p-polarised

and the s-polarised reflectivities. The value of tan(ψ) instead of ψ itself is plotted. (b) The phase

difference between the p-polarised and the s-polarised reflectivities.
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